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Microchannel bioreactors have been used in many studies to manipulate and 
investigate the fluid microenvironment around cells. The objective of this thesis was to 
develop a numerical model of the fluid flow and mass transport in a microchannel 
bioreactor for single-culture, randomly mixed co-culture and micropatterned co-culture. 
First, the fluid flow and mass transfer in a three-dimensional flat-plate 
microchannel bioreactor for single-culture were studied. A monolayer of absorption cells 
was assumed to attach to the base of the channel and consumes nutrients from culture 
medium flowing through the channel. A three-dimensional numerical flow model, 
incorporating mass transport, was used to simulate the internal flow and mass transfer. 
The computational fluid dynamics code (FLUENT), with its User Defined Functions, was 
used to solve the numerical model. Two combined non-dimensional parameters were 
developed to correlate the numerical results of species concentration. The correlations 
may be useful for general applications in microchannel bioreactor design, for example in 
the calculation of the critical channel length to avoid species insufficiency. A generalized 
relationship between mass transport and shear stress was found. Based on the generalized 
relationship and the condition of dynamic similarity, various means to isolate their 
respective effects on cells were considered.  
Subsequently, the study was extended to a randomly mixed co-culture system. 
Two types of cells were assumed to be adherent randomly to the base: absorption cells 
which only consume species, and release cells which secrete species to support the 
absorption cells. Under the condition of decreasing axial-concentration and positive flux-
 vii 
parameter, combined parameters were proposed to correlate the numerical data of axial 
concentration. The correlations may be useful for general applications in design of 
randomly mixed co-culture systems. 
The micropatterned co-culture system has release and absorption parts arranged 
alternately, and each part has a single cell type. Different combined parameters were 
developed for release and absorption parts to make the data collapse in each part. 
Combination of the collapse data in release and absorption parts can be used to predict 
concentration distribution through the whole channel. The mass transfer effectiveness 
was found to be higher with more numbers of units. The optimal condition for 
micropatterned co-culture bioreactors is achieved when the product of the length ratio 
and the reaction ratio is equal to 1.  
Furthermore, surface roughness effects in a microchannel bioreactor for single-
culture were investigated by a numerical model based on Finite Volume Method in 
curvilinear coordinate, with two types of roughness elements on the bottom walls: 
semicircle and triangle. The results showed non-uniform species concentration at the base, 
peaking at the apex of the roughness elements. For the roughness size ratio of 0.2 and the 
spacing ratio of 5.0, with Peclet number of 50 and Damkohlar number of 0.6, the peak 
concentration is around 7% higher than that in a smooth mirochchannel, suggesting that 
the roughness element has some effect on the mass transport in a microchannel whose 
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Tissue engineering can be defined as the application of the development of cell-
based substitutes, to restore, maintain or improve tissue function (Langer, 1993). Tissue 
function is modulated by the spatial organization of cells. Thus cell culture plays an 
important role in understanding, measuring and simulating the cells’ in vivo functions in 
laboratory (Folch and Toner, 1998). Devices for the generation of cell culture for tissue 
substitutes in vitro are bioreactors. It is known that the hydrodynamic environment in 
cell-culture systems is very important for cell growth and viability. To determine it, 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis could be a useful tool (Martin et al., 2004; 
Martin and Vermette, 2005; Prtner et al., 2005). The present work is concerned with 
numerical investigations of fluid flow and mass transfer in microchannel bioreactors for 
single-culture systems with single cell-type, randomly distributed co-culture and 
micropatterned co-culture systems with two cell types.   
 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Cell culture  
When animal cells are removed from animal tissue or animal body, if supplied with 
nutrients and growth factor, the cells will continue to survive and grow. This process is 
called “cell culture” (Butler, 2004). There are many applications for animal cell culture, 
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such as to investigate the normal physiology or biochemistry of cells; to test the effects of 
compounds on specific cell types; to produce artificial tissue by combining specific cell 
types in sequence; and  to synthesize valuable products (biological) from large-scale cell 
culture.  
In cell culture, normally there is only one type of cells. But nowadays although 
cell culture for individual cells is the preferred technique, co-culture of different types of 
cells should also be considered because of enhanced cell functions in co-culture (Tilles et 
al., 2001).  
 
1.1.2 Bioreactors 
Generally, bioreactors are defined as devices in which the cells can be cultured 
under monitored and controlled environmental and operating conditions such as pH value, 
temperature, pressure, nutrient supply and waste removal (Matin et al., 2004). In order to 
design a bioreactor successfully for acceptable cell viability and functions in vitro, from 
the biotechnological point of view, several mandatory requirements should be fulfilled 
(Ledezma et al., 1999; Martin and Vermette, 2005):  
1) The design should guarantee an efficient mass transport to cells both for nutrients 
supply and waste elimination.  
2) The cells should not be exposed to deleterious flow conditions such as high shear 
stress.  
For any bioreactor design, mass transfer to and from cells for nutrient supply and 
waste elimination is a critical issue. When cells grow in vivo, their mass transfer 
requirements can be satisfied from the vicinity of blood capillaries (Vander et al., 1985; 
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Martin and Vermette, 2005). Oxygen is one of the most important nutrients for cells. 
However, it is often the limiting nutrient because of the difficulty in bringing sufficient 
amounts of oxygen to the surface of the cells mainly due to the poor solubility of oxygen 
in culture medium. Besides nutrient supply, waste elimination such as urea elimination is 
also of importance for mammalian cells (Martin and Vermette, 2005), although often 
ignored. If the waste species cannot be removed efficiently, they may affect the cell 
growth and reduce the cell functions.  
Another particularly sensitive factor is shear stress in mammalian cell cultures 
because cells are usually very delicate (Chisti, 2001; Martin and Vermette, 2005). When 
cells grow in bioreactors, they are affected by hydrodynamic forces caused by fluid flow. 
Generally, there are two types of cells in bioreactors: (1) suspended cells, which can 
suspend in culture medium and grow freely; (2) adherent cells, which can only grow 
when attached to a solid surface. The effect of hydrodynamic forces on a given cell 
clearly depends on whether it is suspended in culture medium or attached to a surface.  
 
1.2    Literature review 
1.2.1 Development of bioartificial liver (BAL) bioreactors 
Bioartificial liver is one of the most important applications of bioartificial organs. 
The liver performs many important metabolic functions and is the only internal organ that 
has the capacity to regenerate itself with new healthy tissues. Liver failure is a major 
cause of morbidity and mortality because loss of liver cell functions may lead to the 
disruption of many essential metabolic functions. Currently, liver transplantation is the 
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only efficient treatment for patients suffering from organ failure (Chapman et al., 1990; 
Legallais et al., 2001). Unfortunately, the shortage of specific organ donors still has 
resulted in a high death rate among potential patients waiting for a transplant (Cao et al., 
1998). Thus the development of an extracorporeal bioartificial liver (BAL) is a promising 
alternative. A BAL device is a bioreactor containing cultured hepatocytes and functions 
as an extracorporeal liver to provide temporary support to the patient with liver failure 
(Ledezma et al., 1999; Tilles et al., 2001). Such an artificial organ could be used as either 
a bridge to transplantation or a means for the patient to recover native liver function 
(Arkadopoulos et al., 1998; Ledezma et al., 1999; Legallais et al., 2001).  
Most of the earliest devices tested clinically used hollow-fiber designs to develop 
BAL with blood or plasma flowing through the fiber lumen and the hepatocytes confined 
to the extracapillary space (Rozga et al., 1994; Sussman et al., 1994; Ellis et al., 1996). In 
these devices, either human hepatocytes are typically loaded into the extralumina 
compartment and patient plasma or porcine hepatocytes are attached to collagen 
microcarriers (Watanabe et al., 1997; Kamohara et al., 1998). However, mass transfer 
limitation exists within these hollow-fiber devices (Catapano, 1996). Given the high 
oxygen consumption rate of highly metabolic hepatocytes (Rotem et al., 1992; Foy et al., 
1994; Balis et al., 1999; Tilles et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2001a), mass transfer limitation 
may hamper the proper function of hollow-fiber bioreactors (Smith et al., 1997; Hay et al., 
2000). In order to address the important issue of mass transfer in hollow-fiber designs, 
various oxygenation techniques, such as oxygen permeable membranes, have been 
incorporated into new BAL designs (Flendrig et al., 1997; Smith, 1997; Tzanakakis et al., 
2000).  
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Another alternative bioreactor design is based on a flat surface geometry, in 
which hepatocytes are attached to a planar surface. This design has the advantages of 
mimicking the planar microgeometry of liver sinusoids and more efficient mass transfer 
due to maximal contact of the hepatocytes with the circulating plasma (Tilles et al., 2001). 
Compared with other current hepatocyte bioreactor configurations including hollow-fiber 
and packed bed systems, flat-plate microchannel bioreactors could offer better control of 
cellular microenvironment and uniform perfusion; in addition, the geometric advantages 
of flat-plate systems may also allow for scaled–down, high-throughput screening or non-
destructive evaluation of cellular responses to toxic insult (Allen et al., 2005).  
Microchannel reaction systems are expected to be a new and promising 
technology in biotechnology (Chovan and Guttman, 2002; Miyazaki and Maeda, 2006). 
Compared with traditional technologies, the key advantages of these systems are 
drastically reduced volumes of reactant solutions, highly efficient performance, and rapid 
heat and mass transfer (Miyazaki and Maeda, 2006). Also microfluidic systems could 
provide good control of cell-cell, cell-substrate and cell-medium interactions (Folch and 
Toner, 2000); thus microchannel bioreactors have attracted much attention and have been 
used by researchers to manipulate flow microenvironments and study their effects on cell 
growth, functions and morphology (Levesque and Nerem 1985; Ledezma et al., 1999; 
Roy et al. 2001a; Tilles et al., 2001; Bonnie et al. 2002),  
 
1.2.2 Liquid flows in microchannels 
There have been many studies on microscale flows. Some of them have good 
agreement with the conventional theory (Navier-Stokes equations) whereas in other cases, 
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the results failed to show the expected relationship between the friction factor and 
Reynolds number.  
Tuckerman and Pease (1981) investigated flows through an array of 
microchannels with approximately rectangular cross sections of 50-56 mµ  high and 287-
320 mµ wide. The authors confirmed that “the flow rate obeyed Poiseuille’s equation.” 
Wu and Little (1983) performed a study of using microchannels in small Joule-Thomson 
refrigerators. The results demonstrated that the friction factor measured in the smoothest 
channel shows reasonable agreement with theoretical macroscale predictions. Chan and 
Horn (1985) reported that the apparent viscosity does not deviate from the bulk viscosity 
in films as thin as 50 nm. A considerable amount of work has been done by Israelachvili 
(1986) to study viscous forces in thin films. The apparent viscosity was found nearly the 
same as the bulk viscosity for films thicker than 10 molecular layers or 5 nm. Horn et al. 
(1989) used the apparatus of Israelachvili (1986), consisting of two cylinders with a small 
gap, to investigate the force between two silica surfaces. They also found that the 
viscosity between the surfaces does not deviate from the bulk viscosity.  
Later, Nakagawa et al. (1990) studied water flows through microchannels with the 
depth of 5 mµ  and the width of 200-800 mµ . The results were within the error of 10% 
compared with the conventional theory. Focusing primarily on biological fluids, Wilding 
et al. (1994) also observed that the results for water and saline flowing in silicon 
microchannels at the range of Reynolds numbers 17-126 agree well with the theory, 
suggesting that the surface charge effects are minimal. Jiang et al. (1995) emphasized the 
geometrical differences by employing circular glass and silicon microchannels with 
rectangular, trapezoidal and triangle cross sections. In all the microchannels, the results 
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demonstrated linear relationships between the flow rate and pressure drop. A direct 
analysis of the friction factor was performed in the case of the circular microchannels 
with the channel diameter 8-42 mµ and Reynolds number smaller than 1.2. It was found 
that the friction factor in circular microchannels does not differ more than 10-20% from 
the theoretical predictions. Numerical simulations for flow in trapezoidal microchannels 
were compared with the experimental results for Reynolds number less than 600. It was 
found that they agree well with each other (Flockhart and Dhariwal, 1998). 
Sharp et al. (2000) measured the friction factor in microscale flows for water 
flowing through circular fused silica microchannels with the channel diameter 75-242 
mµ . The results showed general agreement with the macroscale laminar theory within 
the experimental error of ± 2% for Reynolds numbers 50 < Re < 2000. Using a 20% 
solution of glycerol and l-propanol, similar agreement was also observed.  
Studies which found an increase in apparent viscosity or friction factor in 
microchannels under certain conditions included Derjaguin et al. (1983), Migun and 
Prokhorenko (1987), Papautsky et al. (1999), Mala and Li (1999), and Qu et al. (2000). 
Derjaguin et al. (1983) reported that the apparent viscosity increased for polar liquid layer 
less than 12 nm. Migun and Prokhorenko (1987) reported that the apparent viscosity of 
polar indicator liquids increased in capillaries with diameters smaller than 1 mµ . The 
friction factors measured at smaller Reynolds number of 0.001–10 were generally higher 
than macroscale theory (Papautsky et al., 1999). Mala and Li (1999) observed higher 
friction factors with water flowing through stainless steel and fused silica microtubes of 
the diameter 130 mµ , for all the Reynolds number higher than 100 investigated. The 
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friction factors measured for trapezoidal microchannels were 8-38% higher than 
macroscale predictions for the range of parameters investigated by Qu et al. (2000).  
Another group of studies found the reduction of apparent viscosity or friction 
factor in microchannels for certain conditions (Pfahler et al., 1990; 1991; Pfahler, 1992; 
Yu et al., 1995). Pfaher et al. (1990; 1991) measured and compared the friction factors 
for flow through microchannels with several different fluids: 2-propanol, n-propanol and 
silicon oil. The authors observed that the measured friction factors were lower than 
theoretical values for two cases: the case of small depth and very low Reynolds number 
(0.8 mµ  and Re << 1); and the case of largest depth (40 mµ ). Pfahler (1992) also 
conducted experimental investigation and reported that for Newtonian fluids, a reduction 
in friction or apparent viscosity was observed in microchannels with the depth less than 
40 mµ . Both water and gas flows through microtubes with diameters of 19-102 mµ  have 
been investigated by Yu et al. (1995). Their results showed that the measured friction 
factors were lower than macroscale predictions by approximately 19% in laminar flow 
regime.  
Thus, the research results of liquid flows in microchannels demonstrated a wide 
variability and differences. The explanations offered in the literature for anomalous 
behavior of friction factor and flow resistance in microchannels mainly include two 
factors: molecular effects and electrokinetic effects.  
For the molecular effects, it has been validated by Sharp et al. (2001) that in 
liquid, the wall slip condition will not occur unless the channels are smaller than 
approximately 3 nm, which is not within the range of microchannels. Thus liquid flows in 
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microscale devices can be described adequately by continuum hydrodynamics (Sharp et 
al., 2001).    
Although no wall slip effects occur in liquid flows in microscale devices, 
electrokinetic effects, which describe the phenomena that involve the interaction between 
solid surfaces, ionic solutions and macroscopic electric fields, may occur at the interface 
between liquids and solids, and explain the difference of flows in microscale and 
macroscale devices. These interfacial effects are neglected in macroscale flows because 
the thickness of electric double layer (EDL) is quite small compared to the hydraulic 
diameter of the macrochannel. In microflows, the thickness of EDL may be comparable 
to the hydraulic diameter of the channel; and thus electrokinetic effects may not be 
neglected (Mala, et al., 1997).  
However, the direct measurement of viscosity in very thin layer of films, 
performed by Israelachvili (1986), showed that the viscosity of water retains its bulk 
viscosity value within 10% even in a film as thin as 5 nm. Concentrated and dilute NaCl 
or KCl solutions were also tested to evaluate the EDL effect on the value of viscosity near 
a surface. The results also showed that the viscosity of these solutions remains only 
minimally affected except the last molecular layer near the wall. Based on these 
measurements, the viscosity of fluid in the wall region may not be expected to vary 
significantly from the bulk value. Mala (1999) also concluded that the electrokinetics 
effects can be neglected for flows in trapezoidal silicon microchannels with hydraulic 
diameters larger than 50 m. For microchannels with hydraulic diameters larger than 100 
m, there is a good agreement between the experimental data and prediction by 
conventional theory. The electrokinetic effects on microflows have not been adequately 
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addressed to date, although they may occur at the interface between the channel and the 
fluid due to chemical interactions (Sharp et al., 2001).  
In summary, for liquid flow in microchannels, Sharp et al. (2000) have 
demonstrated that in the range of laminar flow, the friction factor agrees with classical 
continuum hydrodynamic theory within small or negligible discrepancy. The large 
difference reported by many investigators may be due to differences in the experimental 
flow systems and measurement techniques (Sharp et al., 2001). Based on the above 
literature review, in the present numerical simulations, continuum hydrodynamics theory 
has been used to describe the flow and mass transfer in microchannel bioreactors with the 
channel height of 200 m, without considering molecular effects and electrokinetic 
effects.   
 
1.2.3 Mass transport in microchannel bioreactors  
Previous studies have been carried out on species concentration in flat-plate 
microchannel bioreactors with only one type of cells in the system (Peng and Palsson, 
1996; Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et al. 2001a). Peng and Palsson (1996) reported that 
oxygen plays an important role in the cultivation of human bone marrow mononuclear 
cells (BM MNCs). They measured the oxygen uptake rates of hematopoietic cells. Based 
on these oxygen uptake rate data, a mathematical model of oxygen diffusion was 
formulated and used to study issues associated with the design of a radial flow bioreactor 
consisting of two parallel plates. The authors have provided theoretical evidence that 
oxygen limitations can be removed in the parallel-plate perfusion chamber with an 
internal membrane. Based on the mathematical model, the design parameters of these 
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bioreactors can be selected to calculate the oxygen concentration near the cells. The 
oxygen transport in a radial-flow microchannel bioreactor was numerically analyzed by 
Ledezma et al. (1999). The perfusion chamber, containing monolayer of porcine 
hepatocytes on the bottom, consists of microfabricated parallel disks with center-to-edge 
radial flow. The effect of different parameters that may affect the oxygen transport inside 
the chamber was studied. It was found that the internal oxygen transport is affected 
significantly by the plasma flow rate and the initial oxygen tension. Increasing the flow 
rate and/or the inlet oxygen tension would cause improved oxygen transport to cells in 
the bioreactors, and result in larger diameter reactors without oxygen limitation to the 
hepatocytes. Roy et al. (2001a) investigated oxygen transport in a two-dimensional flat-
plate microchannel bioreactor containing hepatocytes on the bottom with flow through 
the channel. The consumption of oxygen by hepatocytes was assumed to follow 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The experimental oxygen concentrations within the 
bioreactor were in good agreement with the numerical results. It was reported that the 
bioreactor was well oxygenated at high Peclet numbers; however oxygen limitations may 
occur under the condition of low Peclet number.  
The above studies were only concerned with single-culture systems. There are 
also many co-culture systems. The growth and functions of tissue in vivo can be affected 
by many factors including cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions (Bhatia et al., 1998). In 
particular, cell-cell interactions are central to the functions of many organ systems 
including kidney (Aufderheide et al., 1987), liver (Houssaint, 1990), and vasculature 
(Fillinger et al., 1993) with the resultant modulation of cell growth, migration and/or 
differentiation. As a matter of fact, co-cultivations of primary hepatocytes and other cell 
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types (Guguen-Guillouzo et al., 1983; Donato et al., 1990; Matsuo et al., 1992; Rojkind et 
al., 1995) have been made for further understanding of cell-cell interactions in tissue 
engineering of the liver. These co-culture studies demonstrated a general trend that the 
viability and functions of hepatocytes are stabilized by the presence of a second cell type 
in a co-culture system.  
Flat-plate microchannel bioreactors have recently been used for co-culture 
systems with two types of cells distributed randomly at the base (Bhatia et al., 1998; 
Tillers et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2001b; Allen et al., 2005). The “randomly distributed” co-
cultures of primary rat hepatocytes and murine 3T3-J2 fibroblasts have been studied to 
investigate the role of fibroblast on hepatic functions by Bhatia et al. (1998). Their 
experimental data showed that the fibroblast quantity is an important factor in modulation 
of liver-specific functions. Roy et al. (2001b) studied the effect of varying flow 
conditions (or Peclet number) on the detoxification functions of rat hepatocytes in a flat-
plate microchannel BAL reactor containing a co-culture of hepatocytes and fibroblasts by 
employing a fluorescence assay based on Ethoxyresorufin-o-deethylation (EROD). Static 
culture and reactor flow experiments showed that a pseudo-steady-state detoxification 
rate could be obtained at each Peclet number and this rate increases nonlinearly with 
Peclet number investigated from 167 to 2500. By using a convection-diffusion-reaction 
model it was concluded that increased convective mass transfer of species to the cell 
surface is the main cause of the observed increase in detoxification rates with Peclet 
number. Tillers et al. (2001) experimentally investigated the viability and synthesis 
functions of rat hepatocytes co-cultured with 3T3-J2 fibroblasts in a small-scale 
microchannel flat-plate bioreactor under flow. The results showed stable synthetic 
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functions of rat hepatocytes co-cultured with 3T3-J2 fibroblasts under perfusion 
conditions over long term. Allen et al. (2005) studied the oxygen transport in a parallel-
plate bioreactor containing co-cultures of rat hepatocytes and non-parenchymal cells. 
Oxygen transport in this co-culture bioreactor was first mathematically modeled and then 
experimentally verified. The results also indicated that co-cultures of hepatocytes and 
non-parenchymal cells greatly augment liver-specific functions and may provide long-
term stability and viability.  
In co-cultures, cell function may be affected by both homotypic and heterotypic 
cell interactions. Although “randomly distributed” co-culture system is closer to the in-
vivo microenvironment, it is not easy to explore the two effects in this co-culture system 
as varying the cell number of one cell type may lead to the variation of the two effects 
(Bhatia et al., 1998). Thus, “cellular micropattern” techniques were employed recently to 
quantitatively control heterotypic interactions and to investigate the effect of local tissue 
microenvironments on tissue functions so as to isolate the two effects (Bhatia et al., 1997; 
1998; 1999). This micropattern technique allows spatial control over two distinct cell 
populations and manipulation of the initial cellular microenvironment without variation 
of the cell number.  
Bhatia et al. (1997) developed a versatile technique for micropatterning of two 
different cell types based on existing strategies for surface modification with 
aminosilanes linked to biomolecules and the manipulation of serum content of cell 
culture media (Bhatia et al., 1997). It was reported that the level of homotypic interaction 
in cultures of a single cell type and the degree of heterotypic contact in co-cultures could 
be controlled over a wide range. The results suggested that this method has potential 
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applications for basic science and optimization of function in tissue engineering, implant 
biology, and developmental biology. The same research group (Bhatia et al., 1998) 
utilized microfabrication techniques to localize both cell populations of primary rat 
hepatocytes and murine 3T3-J2 fibroblasts in patterned configurations on rigid substrates. 
The role of increasing fibroblast density on hepatic function was investigated. All the co-
cultures were performed using 490 mµ  diameter hepatocyte islands with variation in 
center-to-center spacing and thus homotypic hepatocyte interactions and the heterotypic 
interface between cell populations were held constant. The results showed that homotypic 
fibroblast interactions did seem to be a critical determinant of the response of these 
complex tissues. Subsequently, Bhatia et al. (1999) reviewed the effect of cell-cell 
interactions in co-cultivation of hepatocytes and nonparenchymal cells. The authors 
described the technique for micropatterning two different types of cells; the recent 
advances in microfabrication for more precise control over cell-cell interactions by 
“cellular micropatterning” were summarized. The authors concluded that the ability to 
modulate functions of cellular systems by spatial control between cell populations would 
facilitate more effective in vitro reconstruction of tissues such as liver, muscle, skin, 
vascular grafts and so on. Folch and Toner (1998) presented a method to produce 
micropatterns of cells in a network of microchannels. Micropatterns of collagen or 
fibronectin were used to select cells adherent to different biomedical polymers and 
heterogeneous substrates. The results showed that their method allows for inexpensive 
patterning of a rich assortment of biomolecules, cells, and surfaces under physiological 
conditions.   
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In general, species concentration, such as oxygen concentration, is very important 
for successful single-culture and co-culture systems. Numerical calculations by CFD 
analysis can be used to estimate the internal mass transport. However, for single-culture 
systems, nearly all of the above studies were primarily concerned with oxygen transport 
to specific types of cells such as hepatocytes and their results were presented in a 
dimensional form specific to their particular applications. Thus it is not possible to extend 
the results to general applications for other species and cell types. For co-culture systems, 
there is scarce theoretical information on mass transport in co-culture systems. Therefore, 
more numerical work needs to be done to investigate the effects of various important 
parameters on the internal mass transport in microchannel bioreactors for single-culture 
and co-culture systems; so that useful information on the design of these bioreactors can 
be provided.  
 
1.2.4 Shear stress in microchannel bioreactors  
Parallel-plate flow channels have been used extensively to study cell-substrate 
adhesion such as red cell aggregation (Chien and Sung, 1987), selectin-mediated dynamic 
interactions with extracellular matrix (Tzeren et al., 1994), correlation between 
attachment strength and the capacity for migration (DeMilla et al., 1993), and the 
physical strength of homotypic cell-cell adhesion by exposing breast epithelial cells to 
slow viscous flow (Byers et al., 1995). In cell adhesion, fluid force acting on cells 
adherent to the bottom plate of flow channels has gained attention because the fluid force 
may affect cell growth, functions and morphology.  
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In fact, previous studies have shown that in laminar flow, relatively low shear 
stress level (2.5~6.0 dyne/cm2) could interfere with the process of cell attachment to 
surfaces (Olivier and Truskey, 1993; Chisti, 2001); shear stress in the range of 1~10 
dyne/cm2 could affect cellular morphology, permeability and gene expressions; and stress 
in the range of 5~100 dyne/cm2 could detach adherent cells from the surfaces (Aunins 
and Henzler, 1993; Chisti, 2001). In-vitro studies of mechanical force effects on 
elongation and alignment of endothelial cells have been done by many researchers 
(Nerem et al., 1981; Dewey et al., 1981; Dewey, 1984; Eskin et al., 1984; Levesque and 
Nerem, 1985; Bonnie et al., 2002).  
Nerem et al. (1981) reported that endothelial cells on the aorta are aligned with 
the flow direction, and the endothelial cells within the ostia have an angle of orientation 
of approximately 45 °  to the axis of the vessel. The results suggested that endothelial cell 
morphology and orientation around a branch vessel may be a natural marker or indicator 
of pattern of blood flow.  
Dewey et al. (1981) and Dewey (1984) developed an in-vitro system to study the 
dynamic response of vascular endothelial cells to changes in fluid shear stress. 
Monolayers of bovine aortic endothelial cells were cultured in a cone-plate apparatus that 
produced a uniform fluid shear stress on replicate samples. The authors reported that 
when exposed to a laminar shear stress of 5-10 dynes/cm2, confluent monolayers undergo 
a time-dependent change in cell shape from polygonal to ellipsoidal and become 
uniformly oriented with flow. The results suggested that fluid mechanical forces can 
directly influence endothelial cell structure and function. The cells tend to become 
elongated and aligned with the direction of flow; they respond to changes in the fluid 
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shear stress (either from low shear to high shear or vice versa) by transiently increasing 
fluid-phase endocytosis; and they are capable of producing intracellular actin and myosin 
filaments that are oriented in the flow direction.  
Eskin et al. (1984) investigated the shear stress effects on bovine aortic cells by 
exposing the cells to steady flow in square glass capillary tubes with a constant shear 
stress of 34 dyne/cm2. It was found that endothelial cells cultured on a smooth substrate 
in vitro can remain adherent and alter their morphology in response to a relatively high 
steady shear stress, becoming elongated and aligned parallel to the flow direction; 
however, the cell surface area remained unaffected by exposure to flow although the cell 
shapes changed in response to shear stress. This finding suggested the importance of 
hemodynamic forces in normal endothelial cell biology.  
Levesque and Nerem (1985) used a parallel-plate flow-chamber to study the 
response of bovine endothelial cells (ECs) to different shear stress levels, and carried out 
computational analysis quantify the degree of cell elongation with the change in cell 
angle of orientation. Their results showed that the ECs orient to the direction of flow 
under the influence of steady shear stress and become more elongated when exposed to 
higher shear stress. They also concluded that there is a strong correlation between the 
degree of cell alignment and cell shape.   
Bonnie et al. (2002) used microchannels with channel width decreasing from 225 
m to 25 m. Under static conditions, the bovine aortic ECs become more elongated as 
the channel width decreases, suggesting some side-wall effects. Nevertheless, in the 
wider microchannel of 200 m wide and under flow condition of a fluid shear stress 
approximately 20 dyne/cm2, the ECs progressively elongate and align in the flow 
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direction in a similar manner to cells cultured on the parallel-plate chamber. The 
microchannel platform has been demonstrated to be a versatile tool for investigating 
relationship between EC shape and function and for probing the effects of flow on ECs 
with different shapes.  
In fact, changes in shear stress will also affect mass transport. This finding has 
been noted by Nollert et al. (1991; 1992) who presented a graph showing adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) concentration as a function of shear stress at the endothelial cell 
surface. Their studies demonstrated that the introduction of shear stress increased the 
concentration of ATP in the vicinity of endothelial cells which then responded by 
elevating their cytosolic calcium level.  
Another study by Tilles et al. (2001) also showed that both shear stress and mass 
transfer have effects on rat hepatocytes function. It was found that high shear stress (5 - 
21 dyne/cm2) may lead to a significant reduction of synthesis of albumin and urea; and 
insufficient oxygen concentration may also cause up to 20 times reduction of albumin 
and urea synthesis. However, the effects of oxygen concentration and shear stress have 
been isolated by using the internal oxygenation membrane.  
Thus far, all the above studies showed that the design of microscale cell-culture 
systems would require careful consideration of their perfusion requirements for cell 
viability and computational analysis using CFD can determine flow conditions to satisfy 
the flow requirements. However, changing shear stress by changing flow conditions also 
leads to altered mass transfer.  Since both shear stress and mass transfer have significant 
effects on cell growth and function, it is essential to investigate the effect of individual 
factors and the relationship between them.   
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Generally, there may be less artificial consequences of cultured cells in a 
microchannel because it is closer to their in-vivo environment. Indeed, studies by Beebe 
et al. (2002) showed that embryos and insect cells grow at different rates when cultured 
in microchannels as compared to those using conventional culture methods. Their studies 
concluded that it may be fallacious to assume that scaling up, as in conventional cell 
culture methods, has insignificant effect on cell growth. Thus it is of interest to 
understand the conditions of similarity of cell environment in bioreactors of different 
scales. Similarities of scale may be an important factor in explaining the different cell 
growth in microchannels as compared to that in traditional cell culture in large 
bioreactors. The scaling effect on cell culture may arise from the differences in perfusion 
which affect the species concentration and shear stress acting on the cells. Therefore it 
would be of interest to understand the effects of scaling on perfusion parameters.  
 
1.2.5 Surface roughness effects in microchannel bioreactors  
Due to different manufacturing techniques and/or particle adhesion, surface 
roughness may exist at most microchannel surfaces (Hu et al., 2003a; 2003b). Typically 
microchannel heights for cell culture are in the range of 10-100 µm (Ledezma et al., 
1999). Some devices for sizing and sorting DNA have a channel height of 3 µm only 
(Chou et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2003b). The size of surface roughness has been reported to 
be in the range of 0.1-2 µm (Mala and Li, 1999; Qu et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2003b), which 
can be a significant fraction of the microchannel height. Thus the surface roughness 
effect on fluid flow and mass transfer in microchannel devices may not be negligible.  
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There are some studies directly on the roughness effect in microchannels.  
Mateescu et al. (1999) studied the effect of a saw-tooth boundary on Couette flow. The 
flow over a smooth surface and a rough surface with saw-tooth grooves was investigated 
numerically. The results showed that there is substantial increase in drag due to the 
higher resistance caused by saw-tooth roughness. Hu et al. (2003a) has numerically 
investigated the roughness effect in pressure-driven flow. The authors simulated the 
liquid flow in microchannels with rectangular prism rough elements on the surfaces. Both 
symmetrical and asymmetric roughness arrangements were studied. The results showed 
that the rectangular roughness has significant effects on both the velocity distribution and 
pressure drop. In a related study on electro-osmotic flow through rough microchannels, 
Hu et al. (2003b) has numerically analyzed the sample transport through rough 
microchannels and presented some results of concentration field. The results 
demonstrated that the sample transport is much faster between the rough elements. 
However only electro-osmotic flow was considered and there were no comparative 
results between rough and smooth microchannels.  
An analogous study on heat transfer through rough channels has been investigated 
through direct numerical simulations by Andrade et al. (2004). For different conduction-
convection conditions, compared with the behavior in a smooth channel, the effect of 
roughness is almost negligible on the efficiency of the heat transfer system at low and 
moderate values of Peclet number. However, at sufficiently high Peclet number, the role 
of roughness generally increases both the heat flux across the wall and the active length 
of heat exchange.  
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Another study on solute (oxygen and lactate) transport in a grooved perfusion flat-
plate bioreactor was analyzed numerically by Horner et al. (1998). The cells retained in 
the grooves at the bottom of the chamber. The flow direction was perpendicular to the 
grooves. The solute transport in the grooved bioreactor was compared with that in the 
flat-plate chamber to yield an empirical relation for rapid estimation of oxygen and 
lactate concentrations in the grooves. This bioreactor is similar to a rough channel with 
square roughness elements on the bottom surface.  
In practical applications, the adherent cell sizes are around 2-20 m (Patil et al., 
2001), which could be a significant fraction of the microchannel height; the cells may 
have similar effects as surface roughness. Previous studies have shown that in 
microchannels, the height of the cells significantly affects the shear stress on its surface 
(Satcher et al., 1992; Yamaguchi et al., 1993; Gaver and Kute, 1998). Satcher et al. (1992) 
numerically calculated the external laminar flow over a wavy surface simulating a 
monolayer of vascular endothelial cells. The authors provided a detailed description of 
the velocity field which would be difficult to measure experimentally. The results showed 
that for a ratio of cell height to undulation wavelength of 0.15, the maximum shear stress 
was about thrice that at the flat surface. Yamaguchi et al. (1993) numerically calculated 
the shear stress due to the flow over cultured endothelial cells and found that the stress 
pattern closely resembles that of the surface configuration. Their ratio of cell height to the 
undulation wavelength was estimated to range from 0.035 to 0.07 for which the peak 
shear stress is about 1-3 times of that at the base. Gaver and Kute (1998) developed a 
theoretical model of fluid stresses on a cell adhering to a microchannel wall. The authors 
simulated the system as a semicircular bulge on a microchannel wall with pressure-drive 
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flow. It was found that the maximum shear stress at the top of the cell is about 3 times of 
the flat surface shear if the ratio of cell height to channel height is 0.1.  
All the above studies showed that surface roughness may have effects in 
microflows. There have been many flow studies especially on the pressure drop and 
increased resistance caused by the surface roughness. However, there are limited studies 
considering the surface roughness effects on cells in microchannel bioreactors.  
 
1.3    Research objectives and scope 
There have been a few previous numerical studies on flow and mass transport in 
microchannels for single-culture. However, most of these were primarily concerned with 
oxygen transport to specific types of cells such as hepatocytes and their results were 
presented in a dimensional form specific to their particular applications. Thus it was not 
possible to extend the results to general applications for other species and cell types. For 
co-culture systems, either as mixed or micropatterned arrangements, there is scarce 
theoretical information on mass transport.  
A systematic study is needed to investigate the effects of various important 
parameters on the fluid flow and mass transport in microchannel bioreactors both for 
single-culture and co-culture. The scaling effects need to be considered so as to make it 
possible to extend the results to general applications in practical bioreactor design. It is 
also not clear on how to isolate the effects of shear stress and mass transfer on cell 
growth and function. The two effects may be confused because the variables to change 
shear stress may also change mass transfer.  
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The objectives of this thesis are as follows: 
1. To develop a numerical model, incorporating species transport, for a 
microchannel bioreactor with cells at the base, which has different cell 
arrangements: single-culture, mixed co-culture and micropatterned co-culture.   
2. To introduce combined non-dimensional parameters for correlating the results 
of species concentration in a three-dimensional flat-plate microchannel 
bioreactor both for single-culture and co-culture. 
3. To determine the generic relationship between species concentration and shear 
stress, so as to find ways to isolate the effect of shear stress from that of 
species concentration.  
4. To study the surface roughness effects on cell lift-off and mass transport in 
microchannel bioreactors.  
 
The scope of the present study is as follows:  
1. The flow was laminar as the Reynolds number was of order one. The culture 
medium was assumed to be a Newtonian fluid because water is the main 
ingredient, although there are many other chemical ingredients.  
2. The conventional continuum theory was employed to model liquid microflow, 
without considering molecular and electrokinetic effects.  
3. Cell height effects and deformability were not considered to simplify the 
problem.  
4. Two-dimensional roughness elements were considered. 
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1.4    Organization of the thesis  
This thesis is divided into seven chapters:  
Chapter 1 gives the overview of this thesis, including the research background, 
literature review, research objectives and scope.   
Chapter 2 introduces the bioreactor model, the governing equations and the 
numerical methods for the present simulations.  
In Chapter 3, the numerical analysis of fluid flow and mass transfer in a three-
dimensional flat-plate microchannel bioreactor for single-culture is presented. The 
species concentration and shear stress effects at the base are computed at various 
geometric, kinetic and reaction conditions.  
In Chapter 4, the fluid flow and mass transfer in a three-dimensional flat-plate 
microchannel bioreactor for randomly mixed co-culture are investigated numerically. 
Two types of cells are distributed randomly as a co-culture at the base of the channel: 
absorption cells and release cells.  
Chapter 5 analyzes the fluid flow and mass transfer in a three-dimensional flat-
plate microchannel bioreactor for micropatterned co-culture. The two types of cells are 
distributed at the base of the channel alternately. The effects of cell types and 
arrangements on mass transfer are studied numerically.    
In Chapter 6, the surface roughness effects on flow and mass transfer is modeled 
for single-culture system. Two roughness shapes are included: semicircle and triangle.  
Finally, in Chapter 7, some conclusions are summarized and recommendations for 
future works are also suggested.  
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Chapter 2 
Numerical Method  
 
The main objective of the present study was to investigate the fluid 
microenvironment around cells in microchannel bioreactors by computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) analysis. In this chapter, the microchannel bioreactor model and its 
governing equations are introduced first. To solve the governing equations, the CFD 
commercial software FLUENT is used to solve the flow and mass transport in the flat-
plate microchannel bioreactors with single-culture or co-culture, which is presented in 
Chapters 3 - 5. Thus, a general overview of the commercial software FLUENT, with its 
key points of User Defined Scalar (UDS) and User Defined Function (UDF), is described 
in this Chapter. 
Inside a flat-plate microchannel bioreactor, the surface roughness size could be a 
significant fraction compared with the microchannel height and its effect may not be 
neglected. To facilitate this study, a numerical model based on Finite Volume Method 
(FVM) in curvilinear coordinate was developed together with grid generation for a 
complex domain. The results of roughness effect are presented in Chapter 6. Our own 
finite volume code was developed so that it is more flexible to extend the study, although 
the CFD software FLUENT is also able to solve the problem.  Due to constraint time, the 
present study is limited to pressure-driven flows. However, other more complicated 
conditions, such as electro-osmotic flow, may also be considered.  
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2.1 Bioreactor model and governing equations 
The bioreactor modeled in the present study was a microchannel with dimensions 
typically of width 500 µm, effective depth 200 µm and length 3 cm as shown in Figure 
2.1 (Zeng et al., 2002; 2005a; 2005b). The aspect ratio of the channel is defined as 
h wα = , where h is the channel height and w is the channel width.  
The culture medium flow is along the x direction in the channel, and there is a 
monolayer of single type of cells or two types of cells adhered to the bottom bed of the 
channel. These cells on the bottom consume or secrete species from or into the culture 
medium, forming different reactions at the base.   
The conservation equations for laminar, incompressible and steady flows through 





                                                                                  (2.1)                                
Momentum equation: 
( ) 2U U p Uρ µ⋅∇ = −∇ + ∇                                                         (2.2)                       
Mass transport equation: 
CDCU 2∇=∇⋅

                                                                       (2.3) 
where U

 is the velocity; p is the pressure; ρ  is the density; µ  is the viscosity; C is the 
concentration and D is the diffusivity of the species.  
When the above equations are used to describe the flow and mass transport in 
microchannel bioreactors with single type or two types of cells attached to the bottom, 
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different boundary conditions at the base for mass transport are employed to model 
different reactions at the base.  
 
2.2 CFD commercial software: FLUENT 
The CFD software FLUENT (FLUENT Inc., 2003), which is based on Finite 
Volume Method (Patankar, 1980) and structured\unstructured grid data structure, is a 
state-of-the-art computer program ideally suitable to incompressible and compressible 
fluid flow simulations. For all flows, FLUENT solves conservation equations for mass 
and momentum. For flows involving species mixing or reactions, a species conservation 
equation also needs to be solved.  
 
2.2.1 User Defined Function (UDF) 
The standard FLUENT interface cannot be programmed to anticipate every user's 
needs. However, the use of User Defined Functions (UDFs), which are functions 
programmed by a user and dynamically linked with the FLUENT solver, can enable users 
to customize the FLUENT code to fit their particular modeling needs. UDFs can be used 
for a variety of applications such as customization of boundary conditions, material 
property definitions, surface and volume reaction rates, source terms in FLUENT 
transport equations, source terms in user-defined scalar (UDS) transport equations, 
diffusivity functions, etc.  
A UDF, can enhance the standard features of the code. UDFs are written in the C 
programming language. They are defined using DEFINE macros. Standard C library 
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functions can be used in UDFs, as well as predefined macros (provided by Fluent Inc.) 
that allow access to FLUENT solver data. 
UDFs can be implemented as interpreted or compiled functions. Interpreted UDFs 
are read in and interpreted at run time. Alternatively, compiled UDFs are grouped into 
shared libraries when they are compiled and are linked with the standard FLUENT 
executable. Interpreted UDFs are simpler to use but have coding and speed limitations. 
Compiled UDFs execute faster, have no coding limitations, but require more effort to set 
up and use.  
Although the UDF capability in FLUENT can address a wide range of 
applications, it is not possible to address every application using UDFs. Not all solution 
variables or FLUENT models can be accessed by UDFs. For the specific applications 
which still cannot be solved by UDFs, additional solver capabilities such as technical 
support for FLUENT technician would be required.  
 
2.2.2 User Defined Scalar (UDS) 
FLUENT can model concentration field in two ways: one is to use species 
transport equation predefined by FLUENT; the other is to define a User Defined Scalar 
(UDS), the magnitude of which represents the species concentration, and then solve an 
extra scalar transport equation. In the present study, the way of using UDS is chosen to 
solve the mass transport. The possible reason is that the mass fraction, which is quite 
small in the present study with an order of 10-7, has to be used in solving species transport 
equation; for such small magnitude, the computation error may be relatively larger even 
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though the residue could be very small. However, in UDS transport equation, an arbitrary 
scalar can be chosen.  
For an arbitrary scalar iφ , FLUENT solves the equation:  
                    ( )    1,  2,  ... ,  ii i i iU S i Nt φρφ ρ φ φ∂ + ∇ ⋅ − Γ ∇ = =∂

                                     (2.4) 
where iΓ  and iSφ are the diffusion coefficient and source term supplied by the user for 
each scalar equation. For the steady flows, Equation (2.4) can be simplified as follows:  
                          ( )    1,  2,  ... ,  ii i iU S i Nφρ φ φ∇ ⋅ − Γ ∇ = =                                           (2.5) 
In FLUENT, the user-defined scalars are solved only in fluid cells, not in solid 
cells. In the present study, different User Defined Functions (UDFs) need to be written to 
implement different mass transport boundary conditions at the base for different reactions.  
 
2.2.3 Numerical method and code verification 
In the present study, the second-order upwind discretization form was used to 
discretize the convection term in the governing equations. The SIMPLEC algorithm, 
based on the collocated grids, was used to solve the velocity-pressure coupled equations. 
The UDS transport equation was used to solve species concentration distribution.  
The following convergence criteria were used to evaluate whether the 








10      and       10
N N
i iR U R C
R R
− −≤ ≤                            (2.6) 
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where, ( )5maxR is the largest absolute value of the continuity residual in the first five 
iterations and ( )NR is the residual in the Nth iteration. The first equation is the 
convergence criterion of the continuity equation and momentum equations and the 
second is the convergence criterion of the UDS transport equation. All the computed 
results confirmed that the present numerical solutions are grid-independent.  
In order to validate the present numerical model, the oxygen transport at the 
bottom of a two-dimensional flat-plate microchannel bioreactor is calculated numerically 
under the condition of uniform, constant flow and constant reaction rate at the base, 
which has been solved analytically (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Tilles et al., 2001) as:   







x Da Da xC Da n n






− + −  
                   (2.7) 
where the non-dimensional species concentration at the base is defined as 0 0 inC C C=  
and Cin is the inlet concentration; the mass transfer Peclet number is defined as 
mPe U h D=  and Um is the mean perfusion velocity of the channel which is the uniform 
inlet flow; the Damkohler number is defined as ( )m inDa V h DCγ=  and Vm is the 
maximal species uptake rate (SUR) per cell; and γ  is the cell density.                                                                                
 The comparison between the numerical results and the analytical solutions of 
Tilles et al (2001) is shown in Figure 2.2. The agreement is very good, demonstrating that 
the present numerical model is satisfactory.  
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2.3 Grid generation in complex domain and Finite Volume 
Method in curvilinear coordinate 
With consideration of the surface roughness, the physical domain is not regular as 
shown later in Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6. Thus, grid generation for complex domain and 
fundamental knowledge of Finite Volume Method (FVM) in curvilinear coordinate are 
described in this chapter.  
 
2.3.1 Grid generation  
For fluid flows in regular geometries, the corresponding orthogonal grid systems 
can be applied directly. However, the physical domain in the present study is not regular; 
thus the gird generation technology will be used to transform an irregular physical 
domain into a regular computational domain. Generally, grid generation is the process of 
determining the coordinate transformation that maps the body-fitted, non-uniform non-
orthogonal physical domain x, y into the transformed uniform orthogonal computational 
domain ,  ,ξ η  as shown in Figure 2.3.  
There are three general methods for grid generation (Hoffman, 2001): conformal 
mapping, algebraic methods and differential equation methods. Actually, conformal 
mapping is based on complex variable theory, which is limited to two-dimensional 
geometries; algebraic methods require less computational efforts, but it cannot generate 
grids with high quality in some complex geometries; differential equation methods 
involve the generation of a body-fitted coordinate transformation using differential 
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equations, and it is more relevant to the two- and three-dimensional transformations. 
Therefore, differential equation methods are adopted in the present study.  
Grid generation by differential equation methods can be achieved from solving 
any of three types of partial differential equations: elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic. 
Elliptic systems of partial differential equations for grid generation have the advantages 
of good grid adaptability and orthogonality for irregular boundaries, and smooth grid in 
the whole physical domain. Thus elliptic systems of differential equations are used to 
implement grid generation in complex geometries in the present work.   
The most common elliptic systems of partial differential equations for grid 
generation are the Poisson equations (Hoffman, 2001; Tao, 2001). In a two-dimensional 
physical domain, the equations can be expressed as follows:  
( )2 ,Pξ ξ η∇ =                                                                        (2.8a) 
( )2 ,Qη ξ η∇ =                                                                        (2.8b) 
where ( ),P ξ η , ( ),Q ξ η  are control functions, used to control the distribution of the 
points within the physical domain.  
The transformed equations in the computational domain are as follows: 
( )22x x x J Px Qxξξ ξη ηη ξ ηα β γ− + = − +                                             (2.9a) 
( )22y y y J Py Qyξξ ξη ηη ξ ηα β γ− + = − +                                            (2.9b) 
where   2 2 2 2 ,   =  ,   =  ,   x y x x y y x y J x y x yη η ξ η ξ η ξ ξ ξ η η ξα β γ= + + + = −                     (2.9c)      
and ,  ,  ,  Jα β γ  are all geometric parameters related to the coordinate transformation.  
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Various control functions for ( ),P ξ η  and ( ),Q ξ η  can be chosen to obtain 
different internal grid distribution. In order to ensure the orthogonality of grid lines near 
the boundary, the simple and effective functions proposed by Thomas and Middlecoeff 
(1980) are applied in the present study and given as:  
( ) ( )( )2 2, , x yP ξ η φ ξ η ξ ξ= +                                                 (2.10a) 
( ) ( )( )2 2, , x yQ ξ η ψ ξ η η η= +                                                (2.10b) 
where                           ( ) ( )( )2 2,
x x y y
x y
ξ ξξ ξ ξξ
ξ ξ
φ ξ η += −
+
                                                (2.10c) 
                                    ( ) ( )( )2 2,
x x y y
x y
η ηη η ηη
η η
ψ ξ η += −
+
                                                (2.10d) 
The values of ,  φ ψ  in the interior can be interpolated according to the 
corresponding values at the boundary. Thus the effect of grid point distribution at the 
boundary can be spread into the interior, which will improve the grid quality. Figure 2.4 
shows the grid generation in a complex physical domain using the above method, from 
which the orthogonality of grid lines is found quite good and satisfactory.  
 
2.3.2 Computational method  
2.3.2.1 Governing equations  
For steady convection-diffusion transport problems, the governing equation can 
be expressed as a general form:  
( ) ( )V Sφ φρ φ φ∇ ⋅ = ∇ ⋅ Γ ∇ +                                                                (2.11) 
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where φ  is the general variable; V  is the velocity vector; φΓ  and Sφ  are the diffusion 
coefficient and source term respectively, corresponding to the variable φ .  
Numerical methods, such as Finite Difference Method (FDM), Finite Volume 
Method (FVM) and Finite Element Method (FEM), are usually used to solve the above 
equation. Since FVM can guarantee the conservation of the physical problem and the 
physical meaning of each coefficient is very clear, it has been widely used to solve the 
flow, heat and mass transfer problems and was also adopted in the present study.  
The fundamental idea of FVM is to integrate the governing equations in the 
control volume to obtain the discretized equations. In the curvilinear coordinate, there are 
two ways to implement it:  
1. Integrate the original governing equations in the physical domain. By this method, 
the difficulty of discretizing the equations increases due to the non-orthogonal 
grid, although the governing equations are kept in the simple form. Ferziger and 
Peric (1999) have done much pioneer work in this field.   
2. Transform the original governing equations into curvilinear coordinate and 
integrate the transformed equations in the computational domain. By this method, 
although the governing equations are more complex, it is easy to discretize them. 
Thus, this method has been chosen in the present study.  
 
From the above Equation (2.11), the steady, two-dimensional convection-
diffusion equation in Cartesian coordinate can be written in a general form as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ),u v S x y
x y x x y y
ρ φ ρ φ φ φ∂ ∂  	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 	
+ = Γ + Γ +
 
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
                    (2.12) 
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By making use of the coordinate transformation: ( ),x x ξ η= , ( ),y y ξ η= , and 
taking the original velocity variables u, v in the physical domain as unknowns, the 
governing equation in the computational domain can be expressed in a general form as:  
 
( ) ( )1 1U V
J J J
ρ φ ρ φ φ φ
α βξ η ξ ξ η
 ∂ ∂   	∂ Γ ∂ ∂
+ = −   
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
 
                                        ( )1 ,S
J J
φ φβ γ ξ η
η ξ η
  	∂ Γ ∂ ∂
+ − + + 
 ∂ ∂ ∂  
                 (2.13) 
where U, V are contravariant velocity components which are defined as:  





                                                                               (2.13a) 




                                                                             (2.13b) 
The geometric parameters: ,  ,  ,  Jα β γ , are all related to the coordinate transformation 
defined in Equation (2.9c).  
 The source terms for u and v equations have been transformed into:  
1p p y p y
x J ξ η η ξ
 	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − +
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                                            (2.14a) 
1p p x p x
y J ξ η η ξ
 	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + −
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                                            (2.14b) 
 
2.3.2.2 Discretization of governing equations  
After the governing equation in the computational domain (Equation 2.13) has 
been obtained, FVM is utilized to discretize the equation [see Patankar (1980) for details]. 
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With storing the variables at the center of control volume as shown in Figure 2.5, the 
final equations after discretization are expressed as follows:  
Continuity equation:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
e w n s
U U V Vρ η ρ η ρ ξ ρ ξ∆ − ∆ + ∆ − ∆ =                               (2.15) 
Momentum equations:  
u u u u u
P P nb nb P P
p pA u A u B C bξ η
∂ ∂
= + + +
∂ ∂
                                             (2.16a) 
v v v v v
P P nb nb P P
p pA v A v B C bξ η
∂ ∂
= + + +
∂ ∂
                                             (2.16b) 
where              





,    





                                    (2.16c) 
here ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),  ,   and e w n sP P P Pp p p p  stand for the pressure at the four boundaries 
around the main node P. And they can be determined by linear interpolation. The other 
coefficients in Equation (2.16a), (2.16b) are given as follows:  




y yB Cξ η ξ η
η ξ
 	  	∂ ∂
= − ∆ ∆ = ∆ ∆
  
 ∂ ∂   
                                   (2.17a) 




x xB Cξ η ξ η
η ξ
 	  	∂ ∂
= ∆ ∆ = − ∆ ∆
  
 ∂ ∂   
                                 (2.17b) 
( ) [ ] ( ) [ ]| | | , 0 |      | | | , 0 |E e e e W w w wA D A P F A D A P F∆ ∆= + − = +             (2.18a) 
( ) [ ] ( ) [ ]| | | , 0 |      | | | , 0 |N n n n S s s sA D A P F A D A P F∆ ∆= + − = +              (2.18b) 






ξ η η β ξ β
η ξ
    	  	Γ ∂ Γ ∂
= ∆ ∆ + ∆ − + ∆ −   
  
 ∂ ∂      
                 (2.20a) 







ξ η η β ξ β
η ξ
    	  	Γ ∂ Γ ∂
= ∆ ∆ + ∆ − + ∆ −   
  
 ∂ ∂      
                (2.20b) 
where F and D are the flux and diffusion conductivity at the interface respectively, which 
can be given as:  
( ) ( )     e we wF U F Uρ η ρ η= ∆ = ∆                                                     (2.21a) 
( ) ( )     n sn sF V F Vρ ξ ρ ξ= ∆ = ∆                                                       (2.21b) 




α η α η
ξ ξ
 	  	∆ ∆
= Γ = Γ
  
 ∆ ∆   
                                            (2.22a) 




γ ξ γ ξ
η η
 	  	∆ ∆
= Γ = Γ
  
 ∆ ∆   
                                            (2.22b) 
It should be noted that there are different schemes to calculate ( )| |A P∆  (Tao, 
2001). In the present study, QUICK scheme (Hayase et al., 1992), a high order scheme, 
was used to enhance the computational accuracy.  
 
2.3.2.3 Solution of discretized equations 
To deal with the coupling between pressure and velocity, SIMPLE algorithm, first 
developed by Rhie and Chow (1983), is utilized. Here, SIMPLE algorithm based on 
curvilinear coordinate and non-staggered grid is introduced briefly.  
From Equations (2.16a) and (2.16b), the original velocity variables are given by: 
u u u u
nb nb P P
P u u u
P P P
A u b B p C p
u





                                              (2.23a) 
v v v v
nb nb P P
P v v v
P P P
A v b B p C p
v





                                               (2.23b) 
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Substituting the correction variables in both sides of Equations (2.23a) and 









A u b B p C p
u














A v b B p C p
v





                                              (2.24b) 
Neglecting the influence of neighbor nodes, Equations (2.24a), (2.24b) can be 




























                                                                       (2.24d) 
And the final velocities at the main node P are given by:  
* ' * '
            
P PP P P P
u u u v v v= + = +                                                         (2.25) 
where * *, P Pu v  are velocities solved from the discretization momentum equations.  
From Equations (2.13a) and (2.13b), the contravariant velocities at the main node 
P are given by:  
P
P




 ∂ ∂ 
                                                                       (2.26a) 
P
P
y xV u vξ ξ
 	∂ ∂
= − +
 ∂ ∂ 
                                                                      (2.26b) 
Taking the correction variables in both sides of Equations (2.26a) and (2.26b), 
and substituting Equations (2.24c) and (2.24d) into the new equations, the contravariant 
velocity correction equations are given by:  





u v u v
P P P P
u v u v
P P P P
y B x B p y C x C pU
A A A Aη η ξ η η η
 	  	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + − −
  
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   




v u v u
P P P P
v u v u
P P P P
x C y C p x B y B pV
A A A Aξ ξ η ξ ξ ξ
 	  	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − − + −
  
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
                     (2.27b) 
Neglecting the pressure corrections in cross direction, the above equations can be 
simplified to:  








y B x B p pU B
A Aη η ξ ξ
 	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − =
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                              (2.28a) 








x C y C p pV C
A Aξ ξ η η
 	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − − =
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                           (2.28b) 




















                       (2.28c) 
The contravariant velocities at the interface can be interpolated from the neighbor 
























= +                                                               (2.29b) 
Following Equation (2.28a) and (2.28b), the contravariant velocity corrections at 



















                                            (2.30) 
where the coefficients ,  e nB C  can be determined from the interpolation of the 
corresponding values at the main nodes, as given by:  

























= +                                                             (2.31b) 
With the pressure correction, the contravariant velocities at the interface are 











































U  and 
*
nV  are the interface velocities linearly interpolated from the velocities at the 










 in the 
above Equation (2.33) are used to check whether the pressure filed is reasonable so as to 
improve the coupling between pressure and velocity; pξ  and pη  are the average pressure 
gradients in ,  ξ η  direction in the control volume.  
Substituting Equation (2.32) into Equation (2.15), the pressure correction equation 
can be expressed as:  
' '
P nbP nbA p A p b= +                                                                          (2.34) 
where              ( ) ( )* *e n
w s
b U Vρ η ρ ξ= ∆ + ∆                                                              (2.34a) 
                     E
e





            W
w





                                          (2.34b) 
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                     N
n





            S
s





                                            (2.34c) 
The new pressure can be updated by:  
* '
Pp p pα= +                                                                                    (2.35) 
where Pα  is the relaxation factor, and *p  is the pressure at the previous iteration.  
Furthermore, the computational steps of SIMPLE algorithm based on the 
curvilinear coordinate and non-staggered grid can be summarized as follows: 
1. Assume an initial velocity field ( 0 0,  u v ) at the main nodes; and calculate the 
coefficients in the discretized momentum Equations (2.16a), (2.16b);  
2. Assume a pressure field *p  at the main nodes; 
3. Solve the discretized momentum Equations (2.16a), (2.16b), and obtain the 





V  and PB , PC  at the main nodes based on Equations (2.26a), 
(2.26b) and (2.28c); after that, * *,  
e n
U V  and eB , nC  at the interface can be 
determined by linear interpolation. Then *
e
U , *nV  at the interface can be calculated 
from Equation (2.33);  
5. Calculate the coefficients in pressure correction equation based on Equations 
(2.34a)-(2.34c). The central difference scheme is used to discretize the pressure 
gradient;  
6. Solve the pressure correction Equation (2.34) and obtain the pressure correction 
'p ;  
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7. Update u, v, p according to the pressure correction 'p ; 
8. Repeat step 2-7 until the solution is convergent.  
Actually, the under-relaxation is also utilized in the discretized momentum 
Equations (2.16a) and (2.16b) to deal with the non-linearity. Thus with introduction of 




u u u u uP
P nb nb P P
u u
A p p
u A u B C b uα
α ξ η α
−∂ ∂
= + + + +
∂ ∂




v v v v vP
P nb nb P P
v v
A p p
v A v B C b vα
α ξ η α
−∂ ∂
= + + + +
∂ ∂
                          (2.36b) 
where 0 0,  
P P
u v  are the velocities at the previous iteration.  
In the present study, SIMPLEC algorithm, an improved method from SIMPLE 
with better convergence (von Doormaal and Raithby, 1984), was used to solve the 
equations. The computational steps in SIMPLEC are nearly the same as SIMPLE except 
two different points described as follows:  
1. Using ( )p nbA A−  to substitute  for pA  in the velocity correction ;  
2. No under-relaxation for 'p  in SIMPLEC, which means 1Pα =  in Equation (2.35). 
 
2.3.3 Code validation  
In this section, the numerical algorithms described in this Chapter are applied to 
simulate some well-studied cases. The four test cases consider the steady laminar flows, 
heat and mass transfer: (i) lid driven flow in an inclined square cavity; (ii) flows past a 
cylinder; (iii) natural convection between an eccentric annulus and a square duct; (iv) 
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mass transfer in a flat-plate microchannel bioreactor. The comparison between the 
computed results and the benchmark solutions are presented to validate the current 
numerical methods.  
 
2.3.3.1 Lid driven flow in an inclined square cavity  
Lid driven flow in a square cavity is often used for validating numerical methods 
based on orthogonal grids because of the simple geometry and the complex developed 
flow field with multiple regions of recirculation near the corners. In the present study, the 
side walls of the square cavity are squeezed with an inclination angle θ  (Figure 2.6). The 
inclined square cavity is driven by a moving lid with the velocity while the other walls 
are stationary. The geometry and boundary conditions for the flow in a driven cavity are 
shown in Figure 2.6. Because of the inclination of the wall, the grid becomes non-
orthogonal as shown in Figure 2.7. Here, only coarse grid system is shown to 
demonstrate the grid clearly. The intersection angles between grid lines are equal to the 
inclination angle θ .  
Here the inclined cavity problem is solved for 30 ,  45θ ° °=  and in each case for 
Re 100,  1000=  respectively. For all four cases, grid independence of the numerical 
results has been examined with the use of uniform grids: 121×121, 151×151 and 
181×181, respectively. Finally, the uniform grid of 151×151 is used for simulation. The 
numerical results are compared with the benchmark solutions provided by Demirdzic et 
al. (1992).  
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1. 30 :  Re 100,  1000θ °= =  
Figure 2.8 shows the streamlines at different Reynolds numbers (Re = 100 and 
1000) in the inclined square cavity with an inclined angle 30θ °= . At Re = 100, a larger 
vortex near the driven wall dominates half of the inclined cavity because of the viscous 
effect, while smaller vortices rotating against each other at the bottom left corner (not 
shown here). At Re = 1000, the vortex near the driven wall becomes much smaller while 
the middle vortex becomes larger and dominates the center of the cavity; and the vortex 
at the corner also becomes stronger. Compared with the benchmark solutions under the 
same conditions presented by Demirdzic et al. (1992), the present streamlines are very 
similar to those benchmark data (see Figure 8 in Demirdzic et al., 1992). 
Further comparisons of centerline velocity distributions between the present 
numerical results and the benchmark solutions of Demirdzic et al. (1992) are shown in 
Figure 2.9 for Re = 100, 1000 respectively. The results are in excellent agreement, 
validating the accuracy of the present numerical method. 
 
2. 45 :  Re 100,  1000θ °= =  
Figure 2.10 shows the streamline contours in the inclined square cavity with 
45θ °= at different Reynolds numbers (Re = 100 and 1000). At Re = 100, when the 
inclined angle increases from 30°  to 45° , the number of vortices decreases from 3 to 2 
(Figure 2.10a). The main vortex occupies most of the cavity space, while the small vortex 
exists at the corner. When Re increases from 100 to 1000, the vortex near the driven lid is 
squeezed towards the upper part of the incline cavity (Figure 2.10b). A new vortex 
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appears at the corner of the cavity and dominates more than half of the cavity. The 
present streamlines at both Re = 100 and 1000 agree well with those benchmark solutions 
(see Figure 4 in Demirdzic et al., 1992).  
In Figure 2.11, centerline velocity distributions are compared with the benchmark 
solutions of Demirdzic et al. (1992) at Re = 100, 1000 respectively. Again, the 
comparison shows excellent agreement.  
 
2.3.3.2 Flow past a circular cylinder  
Flow over a circular cylinder has been computed extensively and used as a 
benchmark to examine the numerical methods. The experimental and numerical data of 
flow past a circular cylinder has been reported by many researchers (Countanceau and 
Bourard, 1977; Tuann and Olson, 1978; Fornberg, 1980). It is well-known that the flow 
exhibits vastly different patterns as the Reynolds number changes. Here we choose it as 
the second case to validate the present numerical method by comparing our results with 
the experimental data reported by Countanceau and Bourard (1977) and the numerical 
solutions provided by Fornberg (1980).  
Figure 2.12 depicts the flow domain and boundary conditions. Figure 2.13 shows 
that the calculated streamlines of flow past a circular cylinder for Re = 20 and 40 




=                                                                           (2.37) 
where U is the free stream velocity and d is the diameter of the circular cylinder.   
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Figure 2.13 illustrates that at Re = 20, the flow separates from the rear of the 
cylinder and a pair of attached vortices appears there. As Reynolds number increases to 
40, the vortices also develop behind the cylinder and become elongated. The present 
results are consistent with previous observations. Some quantitative parameters such as 
the wake length Lwa, and the separation angle sepθ ,  are calculated to compare with the 
experimental data (Countanceau and Bourard, 1977) and the previous numerical data 
(Fornberg, 1980), as listed in Table 2.1. All the results obtained from the present method 
agree well with the results of previous studies. 
 
2.3.3.3 Natural convection between eccentric cylinder and square duct  
In order to validate the present numerical method further, the natural convection 
in a complex enclosure is investigated. A cylinder is enclosed by a square duct and they 
are eccentric in vertical direction. The cylinder wall is kept at a high temperature, while 
the vertical duct walls are kept at a low temperature, and the horizontal duct walls are 
adiabatic. The whole enclosure is symmetric in horizontal direction; thus only half of the 
enclosure is studied. The configuration and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 
2.14. The length of the square duct is L; the radius of cylinder is R = 0.2 L and the 
eccentric displacement is  l = 0.1 L.  






=                                                                      (2.38) 
where g is the gravity; Tα  is the thermal expansion coefficient; T∆  is the temperature 
difference between hot and cold walls; and ν  is the kinematic viscosity.  
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=                                                                                   (2.39) 
where a is the thermal diffusivity.  






=                                                                          (2.40) 
where covh  is the convection heat transfer coefficient; kf is the thermal conductivity of the 
fluid.  
In this case, Ra is kept at 106; while Pr reduces from 10 to 0.1. The grid 
generation is implemented by solving the elliptic partial differential equations, as shown 
in Figure 2.4 previously.  
Figure 2.15 shows the streamline and temperature contours at Pr = 10. Owing to 
the effect of buoyant force, the fluid near the hot cylinder begins to rise. After the 
retardation of the horizontal wall, the fluid flows towards the cold wall, and then flows 
downward along the cold wall. At nearly half of the height of the enclosure, the flow 
begins to turn right and another circulation starts, as seen in Figure 2.15(a). Because the 
fluid almost attaches to the wall, the temperature gradient is quite large near the hot and 
cold wall, as shown in Figure 2.15(b). Due to the convection effect, the isotherms distort 
greatly at the central region of the enclosure, as seen in Figure 2.15(b). The numerical 
results show good agreements with the benchmark solutions (see Figure 18b and Figure 
19b presented by Demirdzic et al., 1992).  
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When Pr number decreases from 10 to 0.1 while keep Ra = 10 6, the buoyant force 
becomes more dominant and the flow pattern becomes quite different from that at Pr = 10, 
as seen in Figure 2.16(a). The fluid along the cold wall turns to the hot wall until it 
reaches the adiabatic bottom wall. Since the fluid cannot always attach to the wall, some 
small vortices appear at the corners of the enclosure (Figure 2.16a), and the main vortex 
at the central region is divided into two vortices, as shown in Figure 2.16(a). 
Consequently, the temperature field also varies, as shown in Figure 2.16(b). Again the 
numerical results agree well with the benchmark solutions (see Figure 18a and Figure 19a 
offered by Demirdzic et al., 1992).  
Comparison of the local Nusselt number variation along the cylinder wall 
between the present results and the benchmark solutions is depicted in Figure 2.17. For 
both Pr = 10 and Pr = 0.1, along the cylinder wall, the Nusselt number decreases 
gradually. The present results show good consistency with the benchmark solutions 
provided by Demirdzic et al. (1992).  
Furthermore, the average Nusselt number, maximum Nusselt number along the 
cylinder wall and its location are compared with the benchmark data, as listed in Table 
2.2, from which the good agreement can be observed in both cases of Pr = 10 and Pr = 
0.1. 
 
2.3.3.4 Mass transfer in a flat-plate channel   
The final test was performed on the oxygen transfer in a 2D flat-plate 
microchannel bioreactor. The culture medium flows through the channel and the flow is 
assumed to be slug flow. A monolayer of hepatocytes attaches to the bottom of the 
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channel and consumes oxygen from the culture medium at the maximum uptake rate. The 
configuration and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.18.  
Figure 2.19 shows the oxygen concentration field in the channel. The oxygen 
concentration decreases along the axial direction since the oxygen is being consumed 
continuously by the hepatocytes at the bottom wall. The oxygen concentration also 
decreases from top towards the bottom due to the cell consumption at the bottom. The 
oxygen concentration field is reasonable as expected.  
The oxygen concentration distribution on the bottom is compared with the 
analytical solution (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Tilles et al., 2001) at different conditions 
of Pe = 10, Da = 0.6 and Pe = 50, Da = 0.3. The analytical solution has been given 
previously in Equation (2.7).  The comparison between the numerical results and the 
analytical solution is shown in Figure 2.20. The excellent agreement indicates that the 
present numerical model is satisfactory for mass transfer problem.  
 
2.4    Summary  
In the present study, the CFD commercial software FLUENT was employed to 
solve the flow and mass transport in flat-plate microchannel bioreactors (Chapters 3 - 5). 
The general overview of FLUENT and related User Defined Function (UDF) as well as 
User Defined Scalar (UDS) is given in this chapter. In order to validate the FLUENT 
model, numerical solution of oxygen transport in a 2D microchannel bioreactor was 
compared with the analytical solution. The good agreement demonstrated that the 
FLUENT model is satisfactory for mass transport.  
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Besides the flow and mass transport through a flat-plate microchannel bioreactor, 
the effect of the surface roughness in the microchannel bioreactor needs to be considered 
by using Finite Volume Method (FVM) code in curvilinear coordinate (Chapter 6). In this 
chapter, the elliptic partial differential equations were solved to generate grid in complex 
domains. The Finite Volume Method (FVM) in curvilinear coordinate system was 
developed to solve the flow, heat and mass transfer problems. A variety of classic cases 
about steady, incompressible, laminar flows, heat and mass transfer problems were 
simulated to validate the present method. The comparison between the current numerical 
results with the benchmark data provided by other researchers illustrated that the present 
methodology is reliable for efficiently simulating laminar flow and mass transfer in 
microchannels with roughness elements on the bottom wall.  
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Mass Transport and Shear Stress for Single-culture 
 
Microchannel bioreactors have been used in many studies to manipulate and 
investigate the fluid microenvironment around cells. In this chapter, a monolayer of 
single type of cells was assumed to attach to the base of the channel and consumes 
nutrients from culture medium flowing through the channel, which is called single-
culture. A three-dimensional numerical flow model was used to simulate the internal flow 
and mass transfer. The bioreactor model (as shown in Figure 2.1) and the governing 
equations (Equations 2.1 - 2.3) have been described in Chapter 2. The species 
concentration and shear stress effects at the base were computed at various geometric, 
kinetic and reaction conditions. Several combined non-dimensional parameters were 
developed from a simplified analysis for the purpose of correlating the numerical data. 
The numerical results of species concentration were well correlated by the combined 
parameters. A generalized relationship between mass transport and shear stress was found. 
Based on the generalized relation and the condition of dynamic similarity, various means 
to isolate their respective effects on cells were considered. The generalized results may 
find applications in design analysis of microchannel bioreactors.  
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3.1    Analysis 
3.1.1 Boundary conditions  
The flow boundary conditions are as follows: at the inlet, the axial velocity is 
uniform; at the outlet, the axial velocity is fully developed; at the wall, the no-slip 
condition is applied.  
The species concentration boundary conditions are as follows: 
   at  0   and   0   at in
CC C x x l
x
∂
= = = =
∂
                                                             (3.1) 






= = = =
∂ ∂
                                                             (3.2) 
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                                                              (3.3a) 





                                                                                                    (3.3b) 
where l is the channel length; Cin is the inlet concentration, which is uniform and 
specified; Vm is the maximal species uptake rate (SUR) per cell; Km is Michaelis-Menten 
constant or species concentration at which the SUR is half of its maximum value; and γ  
is the cell density.  
Previous studies have shown that the species uptake rate of cells follow the first-
order Michaelis-Menten process (Foy et al., 1994; Ledezma et al., 1999; Balis et al., 
1999). Thus the Michaelis-Menten behavior (Michael and Fikret, 1992), as expressed by 
Equation (3.3a), was used as the base boundary condition in the current study.  
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3.1.2 Non-dimensional parameters 
3.1.2.1 Mass transport and reaction parameters  




=                                                                               (3.4) 
The mass transfer Peclet number represents the ratio of convection to diffusion; 
and is defined as follows: 
mU hPe
D
=                                                                            (3.5) 
where Um is the mean perfusion velocity of the channel which is the uniform inlet flow. 
The Peclet number is not defined in terms of the hydraulic diameter unlike the Reynolds 
number. It is defined in terms of the channel height as the diffusion is assumed to be 
mainly in the vertical direction.  
The Damkohler number represents the ratio of the reaction at the base to the 






=                                                                          (3.6) 






=                                                                             (3.7) 
                                                                   
3.1.2.2 Flow parameters 
The friction factor is defined as: 











=                                                                  (3.8) 
where τw is the shear stress at the base. The friction factor may be considered as a non-
dimensional shear stress. However, it is dependent on velocity or Reynolds number. Thus 
for laminar flow in channels it is conventional to define the non-dimensional shear stress 









τ µ= = ⋅                                                              (3.9)                                                                            
where the Reynolds number is defined as: 
Re m hU Dρ
µ
=                                                                      (3.10) 
and the hydraulic diameter 4h
AD
P
=                                                                     (3.11) 
in which A is the cross-sectional area of the microchannel and P is the wetted perimeter.  
Equation (3.9) is the conventional expressions for normalized shear stress τ  in 
flow studies (Spiga and Morini, 1994; du Toit, 2002). However, for applications in cell 
culture, the flow velocity will affect the mass transfer. Thus it may be convenient to use 
the friction factor (Equation 3.8) as a shear stress parameter and express it in terms of the 
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As the maximumτ  is a constant value for laminar flow in geometrically similar 
channels, the above Equation (3.12) shows that the shear stress is a function of the 
dynamic pressure 2
m
Uρ  , Peclet number Pe, and Schmidt number Sc. By identifying the 
flow and diffusion parameters, it is useful in isolating the effects of shear stress and 
species concentration as explained later.  
 
 3.1.3.3 Combined Parameters 
A simple analysis is carried out to combine the non-dimensional parameters for 
the purpose of correlating the data. It is assumed that the flow is uniform, and the 








                                                                (3.14)                                
where x x l=  and y y h= . 
The boundary condition is: 0 1C =  at inlet 0x = . At the base it is assumed that 
the concentration 0C  varies from an inlet concentration 1 at 0x =  to a critical 
concentration mK  at 1x = . Thus, an average concentration gradient is assumed at the 
base. This assumption is used to simplify the boundary conditions at the base, which 
would otherwise have made the equations nonlinear. The average concentration gradient 
at the base (Equation 3.3a), assuming the average concentration, 0
1
2
mKC += , is: 
0C 1
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With the above base concentration gradient the solution of Equation (3.14), using 
separation of variables technique, is: 





1 1 1C =1-
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12 1 1
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The equation may be re-arranged to give: 
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       (3.16b)                                
The above equation shows that the concentration is a function of , , , mx h Pe Da K . 
From the above simplified analysis, the present study proposes that the base 
concentration at various Pe, Da, mK  would show an approximate collapse of data if 
plotted in terms of only two combined parameters:  
concentration-reaction parameter 







ξ −  +=  
+ 
                     (3.17) 
and effective distance parameter   1x
h Pe
κ =                                            (3.18) 
The effective distance has been used previously by Nollert et al. (1991; 1992) and 
Holden et al. (2003). However the concentration-reaction parameter is a new parameter 
proposed in this study to consider reaction rates of different cell types.  
It should be noted that the above analysis is meant only for the purpose of 
developing the combined dimensionless parameters. It is a simplified one which assumes 
uniform flow and an average concentration gradient at the base. The extent to which the 
use of the combined parameters is able to give collapse of data has to be evaluated from 
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plotting the computed results in this manner. The computation of the flow and mass 
transport model has to be obtained from the numerical method. 
 
3.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.1 Mass transport 
3.2.1.1 Species concentration distribution  
Figures 3.1 - 3.4 show the species concentration profile at the axial plane ( 0z = ), 
base plane ( y = 0 ) and transverse plane ( 2x l= ) under different mass transfer 
parameters of Pe, Da and .mK  In these figures, the concentration is normalized by its 
inlet value.  
All these figures show the same trends: the species concentration decreases along 
the axial direction (Figures 3.1 - 3.4 a and b) as expected since the species are being 
consumed continuously; the species concentration decreases towards the base (Figures 
3.1 - 3.4 a and c) due to the reaction there. Because of the effect of three-dimensional 
flow due to the side wall, the species concentration is lower towards the wall (Figures 3.1 
- 3.4 b and c). However, this lateral effect is not large as the diffusion is mainly along the 
y direction.  
Figures 3.1, 3.2 indicate the effect of Da on the species transport at the same Pe 
and ,mK  and Figures 3.2, 3.3 demonstrate the effect of Pe on the species transport at the 
same Da and .mK  It is observed that Pe and Da have significant effects on species 
transport, which will be described and explained in detail in the following section. 
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Figures 3.3, 3.4 depict the effect of mK  on the species transport at the same Pe and Da. It 
is found that higher mK  causes lower mass transfer flux at the base (Equation 3.3a) and 
thus higher concentration magnitude as well as lower concentration difference from the 
inlet to outlet. However, the effect of mK  is not significant as changes in concentration 
are small when mK  increases from 0.068 to 0.26, as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.   
 
3.2.1.2 Effects of Damkohler and Peclet numbers  
The concentration distributions along the axis of the base are shown in Figure 
3.5(a). The concentration distributions along the vertical direction y and the lateral 
direction z at a mid axial-distance 2x l=  are shown in Figures 3.5(b), (c) respectively. 
The results are correlated by Peclet and Damkohler numbers based on the channel height. 
The other parameter 
m
K  is constant at 0.405 in Figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5 shows how the concentration distribution is affected by different Da. 
The Damkohler number represents the ratio of reaction at the base to diffusion of species 
from the culture medium. For constant Pe, for example Pe = 100, a higher Da will give 
lower concentration at the base because of the higher reaction there, as shown in Figures 
3.5(a), (c).  
Figure 3.5 also shows the effect of Pe on concentration distribution. The Peclet 
number represents the ratio of convection to diffusion. At constant Da, the species 
concentration will be higher at higher Pe because of the increased convection of species 
by the flow, as seen in Figures 3.2(a), (c).  
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Figure 3.5(b) shows that along the vertical direction, the concentration gradient 
becomes smaller near the top surface because the reaction happens at the base and thus 
the species concentration changes rapidly in the region near the base. It should be noted 
that at higher Pe = 1000, species concentrations at different Da converge to one curve 
near the top surface. The possible reason is that higher convection causes the species 
concentration changes less at the top surface.  
Figure 3.5(c) also shows that the concentration along the width does not vary 
much; the effect of the side wall on mass transport is not significant. The lateral effect 
seems to be more noticeable at larger Da and smaller Pe, for example 
1.0 and 100Da Pe= =  in Figure 3.5(c).  
In general, the concentration distribution of species is affected by reaction, 
diffusion and convection, as characterized by dimensionless parameters ,    
m
Da Pe and K . 
The concentration distribution is correlated with these parameters, which have also been 
shown previously for the case of oxygen transport by Roy (2001a). 
 
3.2.1.3 Correlation of results 
Besides Concentration-reaction parameter (Equation 3.17) and effective distance 
parameter (Equation 3.18), the following combined non-dimensional parameters are 
defined as:  
Distance-shear parameter:                 maxsh
fx
h Sc
κ = ⋅                                               (3.19) 
Concentration-reaction parameter (zeroth-order, without 
m
K ):  








ξ −=                                             (3.20) 
The axial concentration at the base is plotted in Figure 3.6 in terms of effective 
distance and concentration-reaction parameter (zeroth-order). When 0=mK , the case in 
which the reaction rate is constant at the maximal value, that is zeroth order in 0C , the 
results are seen to collapse on a single curve for all Pe and Da. For such a case with a 
constant reaction rate at the base, the concentration-reaction parameter is uniquely 
defined by the effective distance as the effect of Damkohler number has already been 
incorporated in the parameter. The effective distance incorporates the effect of Peclet 
number. Thus a larger Pe would give similar concentration at a longer distance 
downstream of the inlet.  
For the case 0=mK , the two-dimensional solution (dash line in Figure 3.6) is 
presented for comparison with the three-dimensional result (solid line). The difference is 
not large, consistent with the earlier observation in Figures 3.1-3.4 (c). It may be 
concluded that for the present range of parameters 0 0.5 and 0 1000,Da Pe< ≤ < ≤  the 
species transport in three-dimensional rectangular channel 0.4α ≤  is close to that of a 
two-dimensional model.  
For the case of non-constant reaction rate, 0.26
m
K = , Figure 3.6(a) shows the 
concentration-reaction (zeroth-order) against effective distance at various Da. It is seen 
that the data approximately collapsed on one curve except at larger effective distance. 
Thus the combined parameter concentration difference (zeroth-order) has been able to 
approximately incorporate the effect of Da.  
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However, when the concentration-reaction parameter (zeroth-order) is plotted 
against effective distance at various 
m
K  in Figure 3.6(b), it is seen that the data do not 
collapse on one curve. The concentration-reaction parameter (zeroth-order) does not 
incorporate the effect of 
m
K . Thus, there is no collapse of data and different curves are 
needed to present results at different
m
K .  
The simplified analysis, described in the previous section, indicates that the data 
may collapse approximately on a single curve if the combined parameter, Equation (3.17), 
is used which incorporates the effect of both  and 
m
Da K . Figure 3.7 shows the data 
plotted as concentration-reaction parameter against effective distance, using two figures 
to cover the wide range of effective distance.  
It is seen that except at larger effective distance, the concentration-reaction 
parameters have approximately collapsed the data on a single curve. For each Da there is 
a range of effective distance beyond which the collapse of data is not possible. This is 
due to the assumption of the species flux at the bottom boundary as specified in Equation 
(3.3a). At large effective distance, the base concentration becomes very small and 
when mKC <<0 , the bottom boundary condition is of the first order in the base 
concentration C0. The concentration is very low when the effective distance is large, and 
thus the flux is very small, resulting in little change of axial concentration at large 
effective distance, as shown in Figure 3.7. The species flux would vary inversely with 
mK  from Equation (3.3a) and thus the magnitude of the asymptotic concentration 
difference is also smaller at larger mK .  
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Peng and Palsson (1996) presented results of oxygen transport to hematopoietic 





 for hepatocytes as a function of x
l
 at various Da and Pe, with mK  as 
0.035. In a related study on diffusion between two streams mixing in a microchannel, 
Holden et al. (2003) presented the concentration as a function of the effective distance, 
but their study did not include reaction of cells at the base. The present study has 
extended these previous studies and proposed a new combined-parameter to correlate 
species concentration along the length so that the results are of general application to 
different species and reactions in a microchannel bioreactor.  
The results in Figure 3.8 provide information on the critical length to be used to 
avoid species insufficiency for cell consumption during culture. This has been calculated 
by defining a critical concentration ( 0 mC K= ) and, from it, the critical effective distance 
may be determined from Figure 3.8. It is clear from the definition of the effective 
distance (Equation 3.18), that the critical microchannel length will be limited by the 
microchannel height and Pe. A long microchannel bioreactor would not suffer from 
species deficiency if the Peclet number is large while keeping the channel height constant.  
Note that in Figure 3.8 the numerical solutions of critical length, unlike the 
analytical solutions, do not assume an average concentration gradient at the base of the 
channel; instead the Michaelis-Menten condition (Equation 3.3a) is assumed. As seen in 
Figure 3.8, there is some difference between the numerical and analytical solutions 
especially at larger critical lengths 2cL
hPe
>  where the error is around 20%. Thus, the 
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analytical solution is an approximation which may be convenient for practical 
applications. 
 
3.2.2 Shear stress 
Figure 3.9 shows the shear stress profile along the width of the base. The shear 
stress close to the side wall is smaller as the flow at the corner is slower. However, the 
shear stress is nearly uniform over 80% of the base if the aspect ratio is less than 0.1 and 
this uniformity of shear stress is a useful feature for studying the effect of it on cells in a 
microchannel. At a higher aspect ratio, the dimensionless shear stress on the bottom of 
the channel is lower. Note that with an increase in the aspect ratio, the cross-section area 
A, wetted perimeter P, and hydraulic diameter Dh may increase or decrease, depending on 
which factor varies: the channel width or channel height.   
In previous studies (Spiga and Morini, 1994; du Toit, 2002) on laminar flow in 
rectangular ducts, the average wall shear stress on all four walls of ducts was presented. It 
is different from the present study which gives the shear stress at the base of the 
rectangular microchannel bioreactor. Thus the present result would have different 
magnitude as compared to that of the previous studies, but would show similar trend with 
the aspect ratio as shown in Figure 3.10. It is found that the maximum shear stress varies 
adversely with aspect ratio, which has also been demonstrated in Figure 3.9. 
From Figure 3.9 the maximum friction factor fmax (from the axial value) may be 
determined and presented as a function of Peclet and Schmidt number (see Equation 3.12) 
in Figure 3.11. This presentation shows clearly that shear stress is a function of the mass 
transfer parameter Pe; this may cause experimental inconveniences in trying to isolate the 
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effects of shear stress and mass transport. The results also show that, with a constant Sc 
(similar medium), the friction factor, and thus shear stress, is higher at smaller Pe, which 
would be the case in a microchannel with a smaller channel height.  
Given the geometry and critical shear stress, the critical velocity may be 
calculated from Figure 3.11. For example, if aspect ratio is 0.4 and Sc/Pe is 2, the 
maximal friction factor fmax is 120. From Equation (3.8) the velocity to limit the shear 
stress to a tolerable value of 10 dyne/cm2 is 8 mm/s. Generally, at the same Peclet 
number, the shear stress in a microchannel would be higher than that in a macroscale 
channel.  
It should be mentioned that the mass transfer boundary layer (Beek et al., 1999), 
like the thermal boundary layer (Schlichting 1968), is dependent on flow conditions. The 
thickness of the concentration boundary layer, which determines the species 
concentration, is dependent on velocity (or shear stress). In other words, shear stress and 
species concentration are related as indicated in Figure 3.11 and shown subsequently in 
Figure 3.12.  
The results of Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.11 may be combined and presented in 
Figure 3.12 in the form of the concentration-reaction parameter 
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(Equation 3.17) versus distance-shear parameter maxsh
fx
h Sc
κ = ⋅  (Equation 3.19). This 
distance-shear parameter is a new combined parameter proposed in the present study to 
highlight the inter-relationship of mass transport and shear stress. It is seen in Figures 
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3.12 (a) and (b) that a change in the friction factor (or shear stress) will be associated with 
a change in the base concentration.  
The variables to change the shear stress will also affect the mass transport. This 
finding has been noted by Nollert et al. (1991; 1992) who presented a graphical plot 
showing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentration as a function of shear stress at the 
endothelial cell surface. Their studies demonstrated that the introduction of shear stress 
increases the concentration of ATP in the vicinity of endothelial cells which then 
responded by elevating their cytosolic calcium level. Their analysis is extended in this 
study through a generalized approach using two new combined dimensionless parameters.  
 
3.2.3 Applications of generalized results 
The critical length of the microchannel bioreactor to avoid species insufficiency 
during cell culture may be estimated from Figure 3.8. To illustrate, consider the flow 
system of Nollert et al. (1991; 1992) who investigated the response of endothelial cells to 
changes in mass transfer of ATP due to alterations in the flow rate. Their Da was 
approximately 1 and assuming zeroth order reaction (as mK  was not given) 0,mK =  the 
critical concentration-reaction parameter 
,







ξ   − += =  
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. Using Figure 3.8 
the critical effective length is: 1 0.67.cL
h Pe
=  Their channel height was 218 mµ , and 
Pe≥160. Thus the critical channel length is 24 cL mm≈ . However this estimate is based 
on their lowest Pe and assumes a maximum reaction at the base; thus their actual 
microchannel length of 40 mm would not have mass transfer limitation for ATP. 
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Likewise, there would be no mass transfer limitation in the flow system of Levesque and 
Nerem (1985) which had microchannel height of 250 mµ  and length of 50 mm.  
Another example is the flow system of Roy et al. (2001b) who investigated the 
response of hepatocytes to increased mass transfer of ethoxyresorufin with increasing 
flow rates. The Da is 0.55 and assuming zeroth-order reaction, the critical concentration-
reaction parameter is 1.8. From Figure 3.8 the critical effective length is 1.47; their Pe 
range was 167 to 2500 and with a microchannel height of 50 mµ , the critical 
microchannel length is 12.3 mm for the low Pe. Their actual microchannel length is 75 
mm; thus there is mass transfer limitation for ethoxyresorufin at the low Pe, but not at the 
high Pe for which the critical length is estimated to be 184 mm. Indeed the present study 
recommends an optimum Pe of 1000 to 1500 for which the estimated critical lengths are 
73.5 mm to 110 mm which are close to their actual length of 75 mm.  
A related application of the present results is on studies regarding the effects of 
shear stress or species concentration on cells. Levesque and Nerem (1985) have analyzed 
flow in a parallel-plate bioreactor and showed that shear stress is a function of Reynolds 
number (or velocity) and channel height, and thus may be varied through changing these 
two parameters. Roy et al. (2001a) analyzed oxygen transport in a microchannel 
bioreactor and showed that the oxygen concentration at the bioreactor base is a function 
of the Peclet number which involves velocity and channel height.  
Nollert et al. (1991; 1992) discussed the role of enhanced convective mass 
transfer of agonist ATP to endothelial cells with increasing flow. Not only the species 
concentration, but the shear stress also affects cell functions such as intracellular 
enzymatic activity and enzyme protein expression; thus the actual situation is rather 
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complex. The cell response is not linearly related to the shear stress. There occurs not a 
general perturbation of the cell metabolism, but a selective modulation of certain 
metabolism pathways, which can be characterized in terms of the time scale of the 
response. Within minutes, activation of specific metabolic pathways was detectable. Over 
4-24 hours, alterations in protein synthesis and mRNA levels were observed. Over 2-3 
days, changes in morphology and cytoskeleton arrangement were observed.  
Their studies (Nollert et al., 1991; 1992) showed that endothelial cells respond to 
flow (or shear stress) by increasing the concentration of intracellular inositol 
trisphosphate and calcium ions, increasing the expression of tissue plasminogen activator 
(tPA), increasing the prostacyclin production, and decreasing the expression of 
endothelin. The calcium response to flow was not observed in ATP free medium 
indicating that it may be due entirely to the enhanced mass transfer of ATP with 
increasing flow. However, the large intracellular inositol trisphosphate response to shear 
stress was inconsistent with the small response in intracellular calcium ions; thus it was 
not clear whether the inositol trisphosphate response could be similarly attributed to the 
enhanced mass transfer of ATP with flow. The increase in tPA expression was not 
observed in low shear stress (4 dyn/cm2) even though the ATP concentration was much 
greater than that in static culture, indicating that the high shear stress of 25 dyn/cm2 is 
responsible for the tPA response rather than enhanced mass transfer of ATP with flow. 
However the increase in prostacyclin production and suppression of endothelin secretion 
were observed in endothelial cells exposed to ATP free medium, confirming that these 
two responses are due to shear stress and not enhanced mass transfer of ATP.  
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High shear stresses have been found by Tilles et al. (2001) to affect rat-
hepatocytes function.  There was significant reduction of synthesis of albumin and urea at 
shear stress of 5 to 21 dyne/cm2. Their studies also showed that oxygen inadequacy may 
cause up to 20 times reduction of albumin and urea synthesis. However with the use of 
internal oxygenation, they have effectively isolated the effects of oxygen concentration 
and shear stress.  
These previous studies indicate that changing the shear stress (through velocity or 
channel height) may change the species concentration distribution and vice versa. It may 
be important to vary the two parameters independently. Figures 3.12 (a) and (b) show that 
the species concentration is a function of the axial distance as well as the friction factor as 
these parameters are interrelated through the Peclet number. This may pose difficulties in 
isolating the effects of species concentration and shear stress on cell growth and function. 
Various means to isolate the effects are considered based on the generalized relation 
(Figures 3.12a, b) and the condition of dynamic similarity.  
If the shear stress is changed by altering the velocity, then the friction factor will 
be different as it is Reynolds number dependent in laminar flow. The different friction 
factor will result in a different species concentration at the cell base (Figures 3.12a, b). If 
the shear stress is changed by altering the microchannel height, then the effective distance 
and Da will be different and thus the concentration will be different.  It is possible by 
increasing the velocity and, at the same time, reducing the microchannel height to keep 
the ratio maxf
h
 constant, as the friction factor decreases linearly with velocity. However, 
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the Da will change, which will affect the concentration-reaction parameter in Figures 
3.12(a) and (b).  
To avoid changing the Da, the microchannel height h should be kept fixed and 
shear stress be altered by changing the velocity. The change in friction factor may be 
nullified by changing the axial location such that the product maxxf  remains fixed. 
Another way to nullify the change in friction factor is by changing the medium properties 
(for example, the viscosity or diffusivity) such that maxf
Sc
 is fixed. However it may be 
difficult to change the Schmidt number (see Equation 3.13) as the diffusivity of many 
species is inversely proportional to the medium viscosity (Fournier, 1999). 
 
3.3    Conclusions  
A three-dimensional flow model, incorporating species transport, has been 
developed for a microchannel bioreactor with a monolayer of cells at the base. The 
species concentration and shear stress effects at the cell base were computed at various 
geometric, kinetic and reaction conditions. The species concentration distributions in the 
two and three dimensional models are not significantly different for Damkohler number 
up to 0.5 and Peclet number up to 1000.  
A simplified analysis was developed for the purpose of correlating the data for 
axial-concentration distribution at the cell-base in terms of two combined dimensionless 
parameters. The concentration-reaction parameter was formed by combining the 
normalized axial concentration with the two reaction parameters: Damkohler number and 
non-dimensional Michaelis-Menten parameter. The effective distance parameter was 
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formed by combining the normalized axial distance with the kinetic parameter: Peclet 
number. The numerical data of axial concentration approximately collapsed on a curve 
when plotted using these two combined parameters. The correlated results may be useful 
for general applications in microchannel bioreactor design, for example in the calculation 
of the critical length to avoid species insufficiency.  
The species concentration and shear stress were related as a generalized result. 
Based on the generalized relation and the condition of dynamic similarity, various means 
were considered to vary the shear stress independently of the species concentration and 
vice versa.  
The analysis was presented in terms of non-dimensional parameters by means of 
which the results would be of general application to cells of different reaction rates, 
species with different diffusivities, bioreactors with different velocities, and channels 
with different heights or lengths. 
 




*Parts of this chapter will be published in 




Mass Transport for Randomly Mixed Co-culture  
 
Besides single-culture as investigated in Chapter 3, microchannel bioreactors also 
have applications in co-culture, which is presented in this Chapter. The main objective of 
this Chapter is to extend the work on single-culture to analyze the species concentration 
distribution in a perfusion microchannel bioreactor for co-culture.  
A three-dimensional flat-plate rectangular microchannel bioreactor was 
considered with two different types of cells distributed randomly as a co-culture 
monolayer at the base of the microchannel bioreactor: absorption cells which only 
consume species, and release cells which secrete species to support the absorption cells. 
The absorption cells are the primary cells and the release cells are the secondary type 
which serves the purpose of supporting the primary cells. The bioreactor model for 
randomly mixed co-culture is shown in Figure 4.1 and the governing equations 
(Equations 2.1 - 2.3) have been described in Chapter 2. 
The species concentrations were computed from a three-dimensional numerical 
flow-model incorporating mass transport. The effects of various parameters on the 
species concentration at the co-culture cell base were investigated. One new combined-
dimensionless parameter was proposed for the co-culture system under the condition of 
decreasing axial-concentration. The numerical results of concentration at the cell base 
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were approximately correlated by the combined parameters under the condition of 
positive flux parameter. Based on the correlated results, the critical value for inlet 
concentration was determined. For flow to develop to a sufficient inlet concentration, an 
upstream length consisting only of release cells was needed before the inlet. This 
upstream length was determined from an analytical solution. The generalized results may 
be useful for general applications in design of randomly mixed co-culture systems. 
 
4.1 Analysis 
4.1.1 Boundary conditions  
The flow boundary conditions have also been described in Chapter 3, which are: 
at the inlet, the axial velocity is uniform; at the outlet, the axial velocity is fully 
developed; at the wall, the no-slip condition is applied.  
For the mass transfer boundary conditions, except at the base, the conditions at 
other boundaries are the same as those for single-culture given in Chapter 3, Equation 
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3b). At the base, although previous studies have shown that the species 
consumption process of cells follows the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Foy et al., 1994; 
Ledezma et al., 1999; Balis et al., 1999), it is not valid to consider secretion as negative 
consumption in the Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Consumption by the absorption cells will 
increase with concentration, but secretion may decrease with higher concentration. In fact 
there is no known equation to describe the secretion process. In the present study, a 
zeroth order reaction is assumed for the secretion process. The combined reaction of 
species consumption and secretion is used to describe the base boundary condition:   
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γ γ⋅ ⋅∂ = − =
∂ +
                              (4.1) 
where Vma is the maximal species consumption rate per cell of the absorption cells and 
Vmr is the secretion rate of the release cells; γ a , γ r are the cell densities of the absorption 
cells and release cells respectively; Kma is Michaelis-Menten constant of the absorption 
cells.  
The assumption of a zeroth order reaction for secretion process may be valid 
under the condition of surface reaction-rate limited. It will not be valid for the diffusion 
limited condition; for example in static culture, the surface concentration may become 
excessively high such that it inhibits the secretion. However there is scarce information 
on how the rate of secretion reduces with increasing concentration of the species being 
released. Thus a zeroth order reaction was adopted as a simplification of a complex 
secretion process in the present study.  
 
4.1.2 Non-dimensional parameters 
4.1.2.1 Mass transport and reaction parameters  
To present the results for general applications, except the non-dimensional mass 
transport parameters which have been defined in Chapter 3, such as the non-dimensional 
species concentration (Equation 3.4), the mass transfer Peclet number (Equation 3.5), 
some other important non-dimensional parameters are defined as follows:  







=                                                                     (4.2) 
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=                                                                          (4.5) 
 
4.1.2.2 Combined Parameters 
The axial-concentration at the base of the co-culture channel may increase or 
decrease due to the existence of two different cell types. At the condition of decreasing 
axial-concentration, the species may not be sufficient to support absorption cells. 
Therefore, at this condition (decreasing axial-concentration), a similar simple analysis, as 
described in Chapter 3, is utilized to develop the combined non-dimensional parameters 
to correlate the mass transfer data.   
As stated in Chapter 3, with the assumption of uniform flow in x direction and 
only diffusion in y direction, the species transport Equation (2.3) could be simplified to 
Equation (3.14).  
With the above non-dimensional parameters, Equation (4.1) can be expressed in 
non-dimensional form as follows:  
0
00
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                                                   (4.6)                                                                   
In Chapter 3, an average concentration gradient at the base was assumed to 
correlate the mass transport data for single cell-type culturing at the base of the channel. 
A similar assumption is made in this Chapter at the condition of axial-concentration 
decreasing for co-culture at the base. This assumption is only used to simplify the 
boundary condition at the base; which would otherwise have made the equations 
nonlinear and thus the parameters would become difficult to correlate. However, this 
assumption is not made in the numerical solutions as noted later. 
The boundary condition at y = 0 is defined by approximating the concentration 
gradient there. When species consumption is higher than species secretion, the species 
concentration at the base will decrease. In order to ensure sufficient species for the 
absorption cells, the minimum species concentration should be no less than the critical 
concentration .maK  Assuming that the concentration at the base 0C  varies from an inlet 
concentration 1 to the critical concentration maK  at outlet, the average concentration at 
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Substituting the average base concentration (Equation 4.7) into Equation (4.6), the 
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With the above boundary conditions, the analytical solution of the simplified mass 
transfer equation (Equation 3.14), using separation of variables technique, is: 
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The equation may be re-arranged to give: 
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Therefore Equation (4.11) indicates that the base concentration at various Pe, Daa, 
Dar, maK  may collapse when plotted in terms of only two combined parameters:   
effective distance parameter 1x
h Pe
κ =
                                                   (4.12) 









               (4.13) 
The effective distance x
h Pe⋅
 is a non-dimensional parameter which combines the 
effects of x
h
 and Pe, as proposed in previous studies (Nollert et al., 1991; 1992; Holden 






, is a 
new parameter proposed in this study which combines the effects of reaction rates for 
different cell types in co-culture systems.  
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In general, for culture of only absorption cell type, the concentration distribution 
of species is affected by reaction, diffusion and convection, which are characterized by 
dimensionless parameters Daa,  maK and Pe, as described previously in Chapter 3. 
However for co-culture, as there is another release cell type, an additional parameter, Dar 
or Daα , has to be included. Thus with two cell types the conditions would be more 
complex, making it more difficult to correlate the numerical data.  
However, as noted earlier, this simplified analytical solution assumes an average 
concentration gradient which may not be realistic. Thus a full numerical model, without 
this simple assumption, is needed to check whether the proposed combined parameters 
are effective in collapsing the data of axial concentration along the microchannel 
bioreactor. Results for flow and mass transport are obtained from the numerical solutions 
which do not make the assumption of average concentration gradient at the base. 
 
4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Species concentration distribution  
The species concentration profiles in the co-culture bioreactor of aspect ratio 
0.4 α =  are presented at various planes for different ratios of the reaction rates for 
release and absorption cells: 1.5 and 0.5Daα =  at different Pe and Daa. An interesting 
observation is that the concentration increases with length in Figures 4.2(a), 4.3(a) but 
decreases in Figures 4.2(b), 4.3(b). When the reaction ratio 1.5Daα =  (Figures 4.2a, 4.3a), 
it means that the species secretion is larger than its absorption and this may explain why 
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the concentration increases with length. However, if the absorption is larger than 
secretion as in Figures 4.2(b), 4.3(b) or if there is no secretion as stated in Chapter 3, then 
the concentration will decrease with axial length. It is also found that the increase or 
decrease of the axial species concentration only depends on the value of Daα  but not Pe 
and Daa, as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 in which Pe and Daa are different.  
To examine the effect of the reaction ratio Daα , the concentration distributions 
along the axis of the base are presented in Figures 4.4(a) and (b). The results are 









κ = ).  
The reaction ratio has the effect of increasing the axial concentration (Figure 4.4a) 
or decreasing it (Figure 4.4b). At a certain reaction ratio, which is not unity, the axial 
concentration will remain constant (Figure 4.4a). It is found that the critical reaction ratio 
is dependent on the non-dimensional Michaelis-Menten constant maK . For any values of 





, Figure 4.4(a) shows that the concentration at the base 
remains constant at the inlet value. This is due to the balance of species secretion and 
absorption rates of the two cell types at this condition. The species balance is related to 
the net flux at the base, which from the boundary condition, Equation (4.6), is given as: 
      
0
0








                                                  (4.14) 
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When 0 1C = , the concentration 0C  will remain constant at its inlet value inC . The 














, the axial concentration decreases (Figure 4.4b). These two 
conditions correspond to net fluxes (Equation 4.14) which are negative (upwards from 
base) or positive (downwards to base), thus explaining the increasing or decreasing 
concentration respectively.  
The consideration of the species flux at the base (Equation 4.14) may also be used 
to explain the effect of the Daa which represents the absorption reaction. A higher Daa, at 
constant Daα  and maK , will give larger increase in axial concentration (Figure 4.4a) or 
larger decrease of concentration (Figure 4.4b).  





, the concentration does not decrease below its inlet value. So long as the 
inlet concentration is higher than a critical value maK  ( 1maK ≤ ), there is enough species 
to support the absorption cells throughout the whole microchannel. However, under the 




, the species may 
not be sufficient for cells towards the end of the microchannel.  
However it may be difficult to avoid this condition of decreasing axial-
concentration in practical applications of co-culture systems. The reaction 






α = , is usually below unity because the release cells are the secondary type 
cultivated in smaller numbers than the primary absorption cells. Therefore the range of 




 would be typical in practical applications. 
Thus it is essential to analyze how to avoid species insufficiency under this prevalent 
condition. For effective analysis, an attempt will be made to collapse the concentration 





 corresponding to decreasing axial-concentration; typically 
0.93Daα < .  
 
4.2.2 Correlation of results for decreasing axial-concentration  
Under the condition of decreasing axial-concentration, the base concentration 0C  is 
smaller than the inlet value inC ; that is 0 1C <  or ( )0 1 0C − < . However, in the numerical 







 (Equation 4.13) 











 (Equation 4.9). The conditions 0β < or 0β >  correspond 
respectively to the conditions of the average flux being negative (secretion higher than 
absorption) or positive, where the average flux is defined from the assumed average 
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concentration gradient at the base (see Equation 4.8). The average flux is defined by a 
flux-parameter aDa β⋅ .  







  from the 
analytical solution (Equation 4.11) is explicitly independent of  as the right side of the 
equation does not include . Thus the analytical kξ  as a function of xh Pe⋅  is a single-
valued function independent of ; and the sign of the analytical kξ   is always minus 
because the value of the right side of Equation (4.11) is always mathematically negative. 
However, the analytical solution (Equation 4.11) is based on the simplified assumption of 
a constant concentration gradient at the base and dominant absorption process (positive 
flux), which is equivalent to the condition of positive flux-parameter 0aDa β⋅ > . This 
explains why the sign of the analytical kξ   is always minus, unlike the numerical kξ  . 
 
4.2.2.1 Negative flux-parameter 0aDa β⋅ <   
The condition 0β <  leads to 0kξ >  since concentration is decreasing ( 0 1C < ). 













κ =  is presented in 
Figures 4.5(a) and (b). The presentation may seem confusing because the symbol kξ  has 
a minus sign and also the vertical axes have negative numbers. The double negative is not 
a usual way to present a graph, which made kξ−  seem like a typographical error. 
However, the kξ  based on numerical solutions in Figures 4.5(a) and (b) are actually 
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positive in value; but have been intentionally plotted as kξ−  in order to make the figures 
look similar to the later Figures 4.6(a) and (b) in which kξ  are negative. Note that in the 
Chapter 3, the reaction parameter kξ  is always negative as there is only consumption by 
cells but no secretion. 
Figure 4.5(a) shows the effect of β  for a constant Daa and Figure 4.5(b) shows 
the effect of Daa for a constant β . The parameter β  includes the effect of maK  and Daα . 
The plot shows that the data is not collapsed by the parameters kξ  and κ . The effects of 
the different parameters such as Daa, Daα , maK  seem too complex to be combined by  a 
single parameter kξ .   
Although the data for 0β <  cannot collapse, this condition only covers a small 











 (from Equation 4.9); typically this condition 
covers the range of 0.88 0.93Daα< < , the upper limit being the condition for decreasing 
axial-concentration. In this range, for example 0.9,Daα =  the numerical axial-
concentration is decreasing as shown in Figure 4.5(b). However, the flux-parameter is 
negative (secretion higher than absorption); but this parameter is not the actual net flux as 
it assumes an average concentration gradient (Equation 4.8). The analytical solution 
(Equation 4.10) is based on a dominant absorption process (positive flux) because the 
average base concentration is assumed to be low (see Equation 4.7). Thus it is not 
consistent with the condition of negative flux-parameter (secretion dominant). For this 
small range with negative flux-parameter, the assumed concentration gradient based on 
the simplified analysis deviates greatly from that based on the numerical model. This may 
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explain why the numerical data shows large scatter when plotted in terms of the two 
combined parameters developed from the simplified analytical solution.   
 
4.2.2.2 Positive flux-parameter 0aDa β⋅ >  
The condition of positive flux-parameter covers a wider range in practical 
applications than the previous condition of negative flux-parameter. The results for this 











κ = . Two figures are used: one for different β  at constant Daa and another for 
different Daa at constant β.  













 as given by the Equation 4.11. The non-dimensional concentration 
reduces with effective distance as this is under the condition of decreasing axial-
concentration.  
The numerical results in Figure 4.6(a) show higher non-dimensional concentration 
at higher β  with Daa constant. For constant β , higher Daa gives higher concentration 
(Figure 4.6b). At either constant β  or Daa, Figures 4.6(a) and (b) show that different 
maK  has relatively smaller effect. 
The numerical data presented in Figures 4.6(a) and (b) seem to collapse 
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This may be due to the assumption of the species flux at the bottom boundary condition 
(Equation 4.8), which is approximately satisfied for shorter microchannel length. At 
larger effective distance, the concentration is very low. Thus the flux is very small, giving 
a nearly asymptotic concentration distribution which deviates from the analytical curve; 
and hence the data cannot collapse around the curve.  
The numerical solutions, unlike the analytical solutions, do not assume an average 
concentration gradient at the base of the channel; instead the combined reaction of 
species consumption and secretion (Equation 4.1) is used. As seen in Figures 4.6(a) and 
(b), there is some difference between the numerical and analytical solutions especially at 
larger effective distance 5x
hPe
≥  where the error is around 25%. Thus, the analytical 
solution is an approximation which may be convenient for practical applications.  
At large effective distance, the results do not collapse well. Thus the model 
prediction is more reliable for effective distance less than around four (see Figure 4.6). 
To illustrate, consider the microchannel flow system of Nollert et al. (1991; 1992), in 
which the channel length was 4 cm and the channel height was 218 mµ . With their flow 
condition 160Pe ≥ , the maximum effective distance is around 1.15; for this condition the 
collapse of data is good and the present result is applicable.  For the flat-plate bioreactor 
of Roy et al. (2001a), the channel length was 7.5 cm and the height was 140 mµ . With a 
higher Pe = 333, the effective distance is around 1.6, which is still within the range of 
applicability. Thus, as the channel length grows, in order to have the effective distance 
still within the suitable range of model prediction, the Peclet number has to be higher.       
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To deal with co-culture systems, involving absorption cells and release cells, the 
new combined parameter (co-culture concentration-reaction parameter) has been 
developed. The numerical results of Figures 4.6(a) and (b) show that the new parameter is 
effective, if the effective distance is not large, in correlating the concentration data to be 
of general application for a microchannel bioreactor for co-culture.  
 
4.2.3 Applications of generalized results  
4.2.3.1 Critical channel length 
The results in Figures 4.6(a) and (b) can provide information on the critical 
microchannel length to be used to avoid species insufficiency for cell growth during co-









 can be determined for a given inlet concentration and positive flux 
parameter aDa β⋅ . With kξ  determined, the critical effective distance xhPeκ =  can be 
estimated from Figures 4.6(a) or (b). Thus the critical microchannel length x  can be  
determined for a given microchannel height and Pe. A long microchannel bioreactor 
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4.2.3.2 Critical inlet concentration 
From the definition of the co-culture concentration-reaction parameter (Equation 











ξ β= + ⋅ . Let 
the outlet be at the critical concentration maK , the inlet concentration can be determined as 
follows: 






K Da β ξ= + ⋅ ⋅                                  (4.15) 
From Figure 4.6, kξ  can be approximated from the analytical curve for various 
values of effective microchannel length l
h Pe⋅





 as the errors between the analytical and numerical solutions are not larger than 
25%.  
The critical inlet concentration is presented in Figure 4.7 as a function of the flux-
parameter aDa β⋅  and the effective length lh Pe⋅ . It provides information on how to 
determine the critical value of the inlet concentration for a given effective length. It 
shows that a longer microchannel requires a higher inlet concentration. Also the critical 
inlet concentration has to be higher if the flux is larger.  
An example is given based on the condition of decreasing axial-concentration and 
positive flux-parameter. Consider a liver co-culture system with a typical co-culture 
microchannel length 4 l cm=  and height 200 .h mµ=  Typically Peclet number for the 
cell culture system of liver cells is in the range of 3 – 840 (Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et 
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al., 2001a; Tilles et al., 2001) and thus in the present case, Pe = 50. The non-dimensional 




. The inlet concentration has to be obtained by iteration 
because the flux-parameter aDa β⋅  needs to be calculated as it is not known a priori. 
Assume an initial inlet concentration 55 M.inC µ=  Typically the Michaelis-Menten 
constant for oxygen transport of hepatocytes is in the range of 3-9 Mµ (Ledezma et al., 
1999; Balis et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2001a; Tilles et al., 2001), and thus 
6.62   maK Mµ= is chosen in this study, based on the oxygen consumption for rat liver 













=  The typical Damkohler number for oxygen consumption of hepatocytes 
is in the range of 0 – 1 (Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2001a; Tilles et al., 2001); and 
thus based on reasonable values of , ,ma aV γ  , , and mr rV Dγ  for rat hepatocytes and other 
types of non-parenchymal cells, the present Damkohler numbers of absorption cells and 
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 and the flux-parameter aDa β⋅ 0.2.=  From Figure 4.7 the 




=  as compare with the initial 
guess of 8.3. This new value can be used for another iteration to find a new value of 











 can be obtained for the given rat liver co-culture system. 
 
4.2.3.3 Designed upstream length 
In order to ensure sufficient concentration at the inlet of the co-culture 
microchannel bioreactor, an upstream length with only release cells needs to be added 
before the inlet.  
Along the upstream length, with the same assumption of uniform flow in x 
direction and diffusion in y direction as stated in Chapter 3 and the previous part in this 
Chapter (the part of developing combined parameters), the species transport could be 
modeled by Equation (4.16)  as follows:  








                                                 (4.16)                                
where x x L=  and y y h= ; L is the upstream length. 
The species transport boundary conditions are given as follows: 
0   at  0   and      at inC x C C x L= = = =                                                       (4.17) 





                                                                                         (4.18)                                   
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∂
                                                                 (4.19) 
where the zeroth order reaction for the secretion process is assumed at the base. 
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With these boundary conditions, the species transport equation is solved by 
separation of variables technique to give an expression for the upstream length: 
  















+ − − − =	 

⋅ ⋅ 
          (4.20)               
Therefore, the non-dimensional upstream length L
h Pe⋅
 can be determined from 









The upstream length is longer if it is required to achieve a higher concentration inC  at the 
inlet of the microchannel bioreactor.  




=  estimated above, the inlet 













, giving the designed upstream length as L = 4.43 cm.  
 
4.3    Conclusions  
A three-dimensional flow model, incorporating species transport, was developed 
for a microchannel bioreactor with a co-culture of two types of cells distributed randomly 
at the base. The species concentration distributions at the cell-base were computed. A 
simplified analysis was developed for the purpose of correlating the numerical data for 
axial concentration distribution at the cell-base in terms of two combined dimensionless 
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κ = , which has been developed in 















 and positive 
flux-parameter 0
a
Da β⋅ > , the numerical data of axial concentration approximately 
collapsed on the analytical curve when plotted using these two combined parameters. The 
correlated results may be useful for general applications in design of co-culture 
microchannel bioreactors, for example in the calculation of the critical length or inlet 
concentration to avoid species insufficiency. In order to achieve the inlet concentration, 
an upstream length with only release cells was designed from an analytical solution.  
Cell experimental studies are needed to develop reaction model of the release 
cells as there is presently no model available for the secretion process. The present study 
assumed the Michaelis-Menten process for the absorption cells and zeroth order reaction 
for release cells. The secretion process cannot be considered as negative absorption, 
because secretion may decrease with increase of concentration, unlike the absorption 
process. Thus it is not possible to consider the net reaction of co-culture cells and predict 
the concentration distribution of co-culture from previous studies based on single-culture.   
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Chapter 5 
Mass Transport for Micropatterned Co-culture 
 
Micropatterning technique, which allows spatial control over two distinct cell 
populations, is often employed in co-culture systems. This Chapter deals with the 
analysis of mass transport in a perfusion microchannel bioreactor for a micropatterned 
co-culture.  
Two different types of cells were arranged alternately in different parts of the base 
in a microchannel bioreactor: absorption cells which only consume species, and release 
cells which secrete species to support the absorption cells, as stated in Chapter 4. Within 
each part, there was only a single-culture. The bioreactor model for micropatterned co-
culture is shown in Figure 5.1 and the governing equations (Equations 2.1 – 2.3) have 
been described in Chapter 2. 
A three-dimensional numerical flow-model incorporating mass transport was 
developed. Different combined non-dimensional parameters were developed to correlate 
the numerical results of concentration in different parts (release and absorption parts). 
Based on the correlated results, the critical length ratio of the release and absorption parts 
can be determined to avoid species insufficiency. For a given reasonable length ratio, 
more unit numbers are recommended, as it gives higher mass transfer efficiency and 
more uniform concentration. The optimal condition for micropatterned co-culture 
bioreactors was found when the product of the length ratio and reaction ratio equal to 
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unity, which gives a uniform concentration around its inlet value. The generalized results 




5.1.1 Boundary conditions  
The flow boundary conditions have already been described in Chapters 3 and 4, 
which are: at the inlet, the axial velocity is uniform; at the outlet, the axial velocity is 
fully developed; at the wall, the no-slip condition is applied.  
For the mass transfer boundary conditions, except at the base, the conditions at 
other boundaries are also the same as those for single-culture given in Chapter 3, 
Equation (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3b). At base, Michaelis-Menten kinetics is used again to 
model the species consumption (Foy et al., 1994; Ledezma et al., 1999; Balis et al., 1999). 
As stated in Chapter 4, a zeroth order reaction is assumed again for the secretion process, 
as there is no known equation to describe the secretion process. Thus in each part, the 
species secretion and consumption are used respectively to describe the base boundary 
condition:   
( ,0, )
      at  0 for release cell subpopulationmr r
C x zD V y
y
γ∂ = − =
∂
                              (5.1a) 
( ,0, )( ,0, )
  at  0 for absorption cell subpopulation( ,0, )
ma a
ma
V C x zC x zD y




        (5.1b) 
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where Vma is the maximal species consumption rate per cell of the absorption cells and 
Vmr is the secretion rate of the release cells; γ a , γ r are the cell densities of the absorption 
cells and release cells respectively; Kma is Michaelis-Menten constant of the absorption 
cells; as described in Chapter 4.  
 
5.1.2 Non-dimensional parameters 
5.1.2.1 Mass transport and reaction parameters  
To present the results for general applications, except the non-dimensional mass 
transport parameters defined in Chapters 3 and 4, another important non-dimensional 
parameter, the length ratio of release and absorption parts, is defined as:  






α =                                                                        (5.2) 
where rl  is the length of release part; and al  is the length of absorption part. 
 
5.1.2.2 Combined Parameters 
(a) For release part 
In the release part, only release cells are cultured at the base and only secretion 
process is considered. A simple analysis is carried out to combine the non-dimensional 
parameters for the purpose of correlating the data. As stated in Chapter 3, with the 
assumption of uniform flow in x direction and only diffusion in y direction, the species 
transport Equation (2.3) could be simplified to Equation (3.14). 
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With the given inlet concentration (
, in reC ) and the above boundary conditions at 
the base (Equation 5.1a), the species concentration in the release part can be calculated 
analytically as follows, using separation of variables technique:  






r r r r
re in re r
n
x Da Da xC C Da n n






= + + − −  
          (5.3) 
where 0, reC  is the species concentration at the base of the release part; , in reC  is the inlet 
concentration of the release part, normalized by the given inlet value of the whole 
bioreactor Cin.  
The equation may be re-arranged to give: 
( ) ( ) ( )0, , 2 22 2
1




re in re r r
nr
C C x x
n n







= + − −  
                        (5.4) 
Based on this solution it is proposed that the base concentration in the release part 
at various Pe and Dar, would show an approximate collapse of data if plotted in terms of 
only two combined parameters:  
Release concentration-reaction parameter    ( ) ( )0, , 0, , = re in re re in rer
r Da a





=        (5.5) 




κ =                                            (5.6) 
 
(b) For absorption part 
Similarly, in the absorption part, only absorption cells are cultured at the base and 
only consumption process is considered. A simple analysis, as stated in Chapter 3, is 
developed to combine the non-dimensional parameters to correlate the data.  
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As described in Chapter 3, with the assumption of uniform flow in x direction and 
only diffusion in y direction, the species transport Equation (2.3) could be simplified to 
Equation (3.14).  
Similar to the assumption made in Chapter 3 that the base concentration changes 
from , in abC  at the inlet to a critical concentration maK  at the outlet of the absorption part, 






                                                    (5.7) 
where 0, abC  is the species concentration at the base of the absorption part; and  the base 
concentration at the inlet of the absorption part is equal to the base concentration at the 












 can be 
determined from Equation (5.3) shown above.  
Then the average concentration gradient at the base can be given as: 











 ∂ + 
                                            (5.8) 
Noted that this assumption was only used to simplify the consumption boundary 
conditions at the base of the absorption part, which would otherwise have made the 
equations nonlinear and thus the parameters would become difficult to correlate. 
However, this assumption is not made in the numerical solutions as stated later. 
Similarly, the species concentration in the absorption part can be calculated 
analytically as follows, using separation of variables technique: 
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The equation may be re-arranged to give: 
( ) ( ) ( )0, , , 2 22 2
, 1
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      (5.10)                           
The above equation shows that the base concentration in the absorption part is a 
function of 
, in abC , ax h , Pe, Daa, and maK . Thus, from the above simplified analysis, it 
can be proposed that the base concentration in the absorption part at various Pe, Da, maK  
would show an approximate collapse of data if plotted in terms of only two combined 
parameters:  




maab in ab in ab
a
main aba
C C C K
Da C K
ξ −  	+
 
+ 
       (5.11) 
and absorption effective distance                   1aa
x
h Pe
κ =                                        (5.12) 
It should be noted that the above analysis is meant only for the purpose of 
developing the combined non-dimensional parameters. It is a simplified one which 
assumes uniform flow and an average concentration gradient at the base. The extent to 
which the use of the combined parameters is able to give collapse of data has to be 
evaluated from plotting the numerical results in this manner. Results for the flow and 
mass transport are obtained from the numerical solutions which do not make the 
assumption of average concentration gradient at the base.    
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5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Species concentration distribution  
The species concentration contours in the co-culture bioreactor of aspect ratio 
0.4 α =  are presented at various planes for different length ratios: 2 and 1lα = , at which 
the reaction ratio is 0.6Daα = . There are a total of 5 units and each unit consists of two 
different parts; one part has release cells and the other part has absorption cells. Within 
each single-culture part, only single reaction takes place there. The secretion process in 
the release parts makes the species concentration increase, but consumption process 
makes the species concentration decrease, as shown in the concentration contours in 
Figures 5.2a(i) and b(i). Since the two different parts are arranged alternately, the species 
concentration at the base will increase and decrease alternately, as shown in Figure 5.2.  
An interesting observation is that the outlet concentration is higher than inlet in 
Figure 5.2(a) but lower in Figure 5.2(b), although within each unit the concentration 
increases and then decreases. For each unit, the length ratio of Figure 5.2(a), ( 2lα = ), is 
higher as compared with that of Figure 5.2(b). Thus for each unit of Figure 5.2(a), the 
species release part is twice the length of the absorption part; the secretion is higher than 
absorption, which may explain why the outlet concentration is higher than the inlet.  
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the effect of lα  on species concentration distributions at 
the base for different numbers of units, at 0.1 and 0.5aDa =  respectively. Other 
parameters are defined as 1Daα = , 0.068maK =  and Pe = 10. The results are correlated 
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by non-dimensional parameters: base concentration ( 0 0 inC C C= ) and non-dimensional 
distance ( x L ).  
It is seen that for a given Daa, and a length ratio lα , the outlet species 
concentration around the same value whatever the unit number. Thus, the effect of length 
ratio on the outlet concentration can be determined from the study of one unit. However, 
the number of units has significant effect on the species fluctuation within each unit. 
With more units, there is smaller species fluctuation within each unit (Figure 5.3 and 5.4).  
The results (Figures 5.3, 5.4) also show that the length ratio lα  determines 
whether the outlet concentration is higher or lower than inlet. At each aDa , when lα  is 
equal to 1 (Figures 5.3b and 5.4b), the species concentration at the base varies around the 
inlet concentration value because of the mass balance between the release and absorption 
part. When lα  is not unity, the outlet concentration, as compared with the inlet 
concentration, will increase to higher values (Figures 5.3a and5. 4a) or decrease to lower 
value (Figures 5.3c and 5.4c). Higher lα  results in a net increase in concentration from 
the release part over the absorption part, which leads to higher outlet concentration.  
The effect of the absorption Damkohler number aDa  is observed by comparing 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4. At the same  and Da lα α , higher Daa will cause higher fluctuation in 
species concentration. At the same Daα , a higher aDa  means higher absorption and also 
higher release ( r a DaDa Da α= ⋅ ), thus giving higher fluctuation in concentration as 
observed.  
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To examine the effect of reaction ratio ,Daα  the concentration distributions for 
various numbers of units are presented in Figure 5.5 with a fixed length ratio. At higher 
1.5Daα =  (Figure 5.5a), there is a net increase in concentration from inlet to outlet 
although the concentration fluctuates within each unit. On the other hand, at lower 
0.5Daα =  (Figure 5.5b), the species concentration shows a net decrease from inlet to 
outlet. For the same length ratio 1lα = , a higher Daα  gives higher release over absorption 
and thus the net increase in concentration.  
Figure 5.6 shows the effect of 
maK  on species concentration distributions with 
five units for different  or Da lα α  but constant Pe = 10 and Daa = 0.1. However, the effect 
of 
maK  is not large for the range of parameters considered.    
 
5.2.2 Correlation of results  
It is found that the concentration curves in different units (Figures 5.3b, 5.4b and 
5.5b) can be presented as one curve over a unit, as shown in Figure 5.7; however, there 
will be different curves for different aDa , Daα  and lα . To achieve this data reduction, 
the concentration in each respective unit is normalized by its incoming value. The axial 
distance x is with respect to the entrance of that unit. The curves for different aDa , Daα  
and lα  will be shown to collapse in the next sections. Note that in Figures 5.3 – 5.7 there 
are peaks of the concentration at the end point of each release part in each unit. This is 
due to the micropatterned cell arrangements with single release part in each unit. The 
magnitudes of the peaks depend on the number of units if other parameters are constant.  
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5.2.2.1 For release part 
The non-dimensional combined parameters have been defined as: release 













κ =  (Equation 5.6). These non-dimensional parameters are used to 
collapse the axial concentration curves of the release part (for example, from Figure 5.7). 
The data (in Figure 5.8) is seen to collapse on a single curve for all Pe, 
 and  (or ).Da a rDa Daα  For such a case, the secretion process is assumed to be a zero-order 
reaction (Equation 5.1a), and the species concentration can be solved analytically as 
given by Equations (5.3) - (5.4). Thus the release concentration-reaction parameter 
rξ  
(Equation 5.5) can be uniquely defined by the release effective distance 
rκ  (Equation 5.6) 
as shown in Figure 5.8. Note that the effect of the release Damkohler number has already 
been incorporated in the release concentration-reaction parameter, and the release 
effective distance has incorporated the effect of Peclet number.  
 
5.2.2.2 For absorption part  
The non-dimensional combined parameters are defined as: absorption 




maab in ab in ab
a
main aba
C C C K
Da C K
ξ −  	+
 
+ 
 (Equation 5.11) and 
absorption effective distance 1aa
x
h Pe
κ =  (Equation 5.12), where 
, in abC  has been 
determined from the collapse curve of the release part as discussed earlier. The axial 
concentration at the base of the absorption part is plotted in Figure 5.9 in terms of the 
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above two parameters. Two figures are presented: one for different Daα  and aDa  at 
constant ;maK  another for
 
different maK  and aDa  at constant .Daα  Different length 
ratios lα  have also been used for both cases.  
The analytical result (solid line in Figures 5.9a and b) shows that the absorption 
concentration-reaction parameter aξ  is a function of the absorption effective distance aκ , 
as given by the Equation (5.10). The non-dimensional concentration reduces with 
absorption effective distance as this is under the condition of consumption process.  
The numerical results in Figure 5.9(a) show collapse of data for different Daα . 
There is also collapse at different 
maK  (Figure 5.9b). The numerical data presented in 
both figures collapse slightly below the analytical curve. At larger absorption effective 
distance, the concentration is very low. Thus the flux is very small, giving a nearly 
asymptotic concentration distribution which deviates from the analytical curve; and hence 
the data cannot collapse around the curve. Note that the numerical solutions, unlike the 
analytical solutions, do not assume an average concentration gradient at the base of the 
channel; instead the Michaelis-Menten kinetics for species consumption process 
(Equation 5.1b) was used.  
 
5.2.2.3 Application of collapsed curves 
The analytical solution (Figure 5.8) can be used to accurately model the species 
concentration in the release part.  The results also provide information on the species 
concentration at the end point of the release part of a respective unit, which is also the 
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start point of the absorption part of that unit. This relates the concentration in the two 
parts of a unit.  




κ = , then the concentration 0, reC  at the end 








 as determined from Figure 5.8. After obtaining 
the concentration at the end point of the released part, the concentration distribution in 
the absorption part can be analyzed.  
Besides predicting the concentration fluctuations within the various units, the 
collapsed curves of Figures 5.8 and 5.9 can also provide information on the critical length 
ratio of the micropatterned bioreactor. Note that the overall length of the micropatterned 
channel is not an issue because there is no question of species insufficiency if the length 
ratio is larger than the critical value. Hence there will be adequate release to prevent the 
concentration from falling below the critical concentration maK . 
For an assumed release effective length, the concentration at its end point may be 
determined from Figure 5.8. This end concentration is the start concentration of the 
absorption part, which may be used in Figure 5.9, together with the critical outlet-
concentration maK  to obtain the critical absorption effective length. Thus the critical ratio 
of release to absorption lengths may be found. 
 
5.2.3 Mass transfer effectiveness  
In order to compare the effectiveness of micropatterned bioreactors with different 
unit numbers, length ratio, reaction ratio, it is useful to characterize mass transfer 
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effectiveness. This may be done by defining an effectiveness parameter, which is the 
ratio of concentration difference ( 0C∆ ) over mass flux at the base ( j ), as follows:  
                                         
0CK j
∆
=                                                                  (5.13) 
where 0C∆  is the difference between base and inlet concentrations. 
With the above definition an effectiveness parameter of small magnitude means 
that the mass transfer is more effective. The release and absorption fluxes should be large 
to have an economical length. However the large fluxes should not cause the 
concentration to deviate greatly from the inlet value. Excessively high concentration is a 
waste and may even be toxic; on the other hand too low concentration may cause species 
insufficiency. Note that the effectiveness parameter may be positive or negative and it is 
the magnitude which determines the effectiveness. 
For the release and absorption parts, the effectiveness parameters are:  






=                                                                  (5.14) 






=                                                                 (5.15) 









 from Equation (5.1b).  
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the effect of length ratio lα  on the local effectiveness 
parameter (averaged over each unit); different numbers of units are considered at 
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0.1 and 0.5aDa =  respectively. Other parameters are defined as 1Daα = , 0.068maK =  
and Pe = 10.  
From the two figures, it is found that the effectiveness parameters in both release 
and absorption parts are significantly affected by the length ratio lα . When lα  is equal to 
1 (Figures 5.10b, 5.11b), the effectiveness parameters in both release and absorption parts 
are around zero. The species concentration along the length varies around the inlet value 
as there is mass balance between the release and absorption parts. When lα  is not unity, 
for example 2 or 0.5 (in Figures 5.10a, 5.11a and Figures 5.10c, 5.11c respectively), the 
effectiveness parameters are of higher magnitude. The species concentration has differed 
greatly from the inlet value due to the mass imbalance between release and absorption 
reaction (as indicated earlier in Figures 5.3 and 5.4).  
Comparing the results in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, it is observed that different Daa 
has negligible effect on the effectiveness parameter in both release and absorption parts. 
A higher aDa  results in higher absorption and release fluxes for the same Daα  because 
r a DaDa Da α= ⋅ . However the concentration difference is also higher; and thus the ratio 
as defined by the effectiveness parameter (Equation 5.13) may not change much. 
To examine the effect of reaction ratio ,Daα  on the mass transfer effectiveness, 
the local effectiveness parameters (average over each unit) are presented in Figure 5.12 
for different numbers of unit. At higher 1.5Daα =  as shown in Figure 5.12(a), the 
effectiveness parameters of release and absorption are of higher magnitudes. The species 
concentration has differed greatly from the inlet value due to the mass imbalance between 
release and absorption reactions (as indicated earlier in Figures 5.3 and 5.4). At lower 
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0.5Daα =  (Figure 5.12b), the effectiveness parameter of release and absorption parts are 
also of higher magnitudes, also due to imbalance of mass between the two parts.  
From the local effectiveness parameter, the respective averages over the 
respective total lengths of the release and absorption parts are obtained. The averages are 
shown for different numbers of unit in Figures 5.13 – 5.15 at different Daa. Figure 5.13 
shows the effect of length ratio lα  for a constant reaction ratio 1.0Daα = . Figure 5.14 
shows the effect of reaction ratio Daα  for a constant length ratio 1.0lα = . Figure 5.15 
shows the effect of the product of Daα  and lα .  
The three figures (Figures 5.13 – 5.15) demonstrate that at each Daa, with the 
increase in the number of unit, the magnitudes of effectiveness parameters for release and 
absorption parts both decrease. This shows that the mass transfer effectiveness increases 
if more units are used. But after ten units, there is not much to be gained in terms of mass 
transfer effectiveness by using even more units. Furthermore, different Daa 
( 0.1,  0.5aDa = ) has negligible effect on the effectiveness parameters in both release and 
absorption parts.  
From Figures 5.13 and 5.14, it is observed that either higher lα  or Daα  will result 
in higher magnitude of the effectiveness parameter in the release and absorption parts. A 
higher magnitude is undesirable as it means that there is excessive concentration in the 
release part or insufficient concentration in the absorption part. Effectiveness parameters 
of around zero in both release and absorption parts are more desirable as it may be the 
optimal condition for micropatterned bioreactors.  
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In Figures 5.15(a), (b) and (c), different combinations of lα  and Daα  are 
considered such that their products equal 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5 respectively. It is seen that there 
is some collapse of data for the same product  l Daα α⋅  which implies that it is the product 
but not the individual ratios which determine the effectiveness. The magnitude of the 
effectiveness parameter is large when the product is not unity.  
When the product of lα  and Daα  is equal to 1 (Figure 5.15b), the magnitude of 
the effectiveness parameter approaches zero when there are more than 10 units. With 
length-reaction product at unity, there is mass balance between the release and absorption 
reactions, which contributes to high effectiveness of mass transfer.  More number of units 
minimizes the fluctuation of concentration, so that the mass transfer is more effective. 
The present result shows that beyond ten units, there is little to be gained by having more 
units. 
 
5.2.4 Applications of generalized results  
Based on the above analysis of mass transfer effectiveness, in the design of a 
micropatterned co-culture bioreactor, the optimal condition is when 1l Daα α⋅ = . To 
illustrate, consider a micropatterned co-cultures system with hepatocytes and fibroblasts 
as investigated by Bhatia et al. (1999). For the given lengths of 200 mµ  with hepatocytes 
and 500 mµ  with fibroblasts, the ratio of release to absorption lengths is 2.5lα = . The 
typical Damkohler number of oxygen consumption for hepatocytes is in the range of 0 – 
1 (Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2001; Tilles et al., 2001); it is chosen as 







= = . For the fibroblast, there are no values available, and it is assume to 






= = . Hence the reaction ratio is 0.39Daα = . Based on the above 
assumed length and reaction ratios, the product of the two is around 1, which is close to 
the optimal condition. At optimal condition, the outlet concentration at the base does not 
deviate greatly from the inlet value. There is no issue of insufficiency and the mass 
transfer from release to absorption parts is effective.  
However, non-optimal conditions may also be used with longer length of the 
absorption part for a given length of the release part, so that more absorption cells can be 
cultured. Under non-optimal conditions it becomes necessary to avoid species 
insufficiency by determining the maximal length for absorption cells. To illustrate, let us 
consider the same micropatterned system with hepatocytes and fibroblasts co-cultured 
together as described above (Bhatia et al., 1999). We assume that the channel height 
200 h mµ=  and 10Pe =  which is within the range of Peclet numbers for the cell 
culture system (Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2001; Tilles et al., 2001), and that 10 
units are used, with each of the release part of length 
r
l = 500 µm. The effective distance 






κ = = . Then from Figure 5.8, the 






ξ − = . 





= =  the concentration at the end point of 
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the release parts 0, reC , which is also the start point of the absorption parts , in abC , is 
, 0, 1.51.in ab reC C= =   
The typical non-dimensional Michalis-Menten constant for oxygen transport of 
hepatocytes is in the range of 0 to 0.1 (Ledezma et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2001; Tilles et al., 
2001). It is assumed that the critical concentration at outlet 0, 0.068ab maC K= = . Based 





= =  chosen, the absorption concentration-reaction 
parameter can be calculated as 
( )0, , ,
,
3
= 3.13maab in ab in aba
main aba
C C C K
Da C K
ξ −  	+ = −
 
+ 
. Then from 
Figure 5.9, the critical absorption effective distance can be determined from analytical 








κ = = . Thus the maximal length of absorption part can be 







α = = . The critical absorption length for each part is 550 ,mµ  as compared 
to the optimal value of 200 ,mµ  which means that over twice as many hepatocytes may 
be cultured. 
 
5.3 Conclusions  
A three-dimensional flow model, incorporating species transport, was developed 
for a microchannel bioreactor with a micropatterned co-culture of two types of cells 
arranged alternately at the base with single-culture in each part. The species 
concentration distributions at the cell-base were computed. Different combined non-
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dimensional parameters were developed for the two parts to make the data collapse for 
each part.  
Combination of the collapse data in release and absorption parts can be used to 
predict the concentration distribution through the whole channel. The correlated results in 
the release part may be used to determine the concentration value at its end point which is 
then used as the inlet concentration of the absorption part. The correlated results in the 
absorption part may also be used for general applications in design of micropatterned co-
culture microchannel bioreactors; for example in the calculation of the critical length of 
the absorption parts which is the maximum length that can be supported by the given 
release length to avoid species insufficiency.  
The mass transfer effectiveness for different numbers of units was investigated by 
defining the effectiveness parameter. It was found that more numbers of units will result 
in higher mass transfer efficiency. However, when the number of units is larger than ten, 
there is no much difference in mass transfer effectiveness. With more numbers of units, 
there is less fluctuation of concentration at the cell base. Optimal condition for 
micropatterned co-culture bioreactors will avoid waste or insufficiency resulting from too 
high or too low concentration; which is achieved when the product of the length ratio lα  
and the reaction ratio Daα  is 1, so that the effectiveness parameters is around zero in both 
release and absorption part.  
In the randomly mixed co-culture system discussed in Chapter 4, the species 
concentration at the outlet can increase, remain constant or decrease depending on Daα . 
In comparison, for the micropatterned co-culture system, the variation of the outlet 
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concentration depends on the product of  Daα  and lα . However, it is difficult to compare 
the species concentration distribution in the two different co-culture systems, because the 
concentration varies monotonically in randomly mixed co-cultures while the 
concentration fluctuates in micropatterned co-cultures. 
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Chapter 6* 
Surface Roughness Effects for Single-culture 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the surface roughness effects may not be negligible in 
microchannels. In this Chapter, a numerical analysis of the surface roughness effects on 
fluid flow and mass transfer through a microchannel bioreactor is presented. The 
numerical solutions were obtained by using the method developed in Chapter 2 to solve 
the steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a curvilinear coordinate system. A 
flat-plate microchannel bioreactor with an array of rough elements distributed uniformly 
on the bottom wall was considered. Both semicircle and triangle roughness were included. 
Culture medium flows through the channel. A monolayer of cells was assumed to attach 
to the channel base and consume species. The effects of different roughness parameters, 
such as roughness size ratio and spacing ratio, and the effects of various mass transfer 
parameters were investigated. The different roughness shape effects were also considered 
and compared. The analysis was presented in terms of non-dimensional parameters.   
Roughness geometry can be considered in many shapes, such as triangle, 
semicircle, square etc. However, only semicircle and triangle shapes are studied here. 
Usually when a cell attaches to a surface, it may exhibit a shape close to a semicircle 
(Gaver and Kute, 1998; Bar-Ziv et al., 1999). Thus semicircle roughness may also 
present the cell shape effect. Triangle roughness was chosen for comparison as it will 
show the adverse effect of sharp edges on cells.   
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6.1 Geometry configuration and grid 
In this study, the surface roughness is modeled by an array of semicircle or 
triangle bulges distributed uniformly on the bottom wall of a two-dimensional flat-plate 
microchannel bioreactor as shown in Figure 6.1. The geometry of the problem is 
described by the semicircle roughness diameter or triangle roughness height (R), the 
distance between the bugles (DR), the channel height (H), and the channel length (L).  
The culture medium flows through the microchannel along the axial direction (x 
direction). A monolayer of cells is assumed to adhere to the bottom of the channel and 
consumes species from the culture medium, forming the reaction at the base.   
Using the grid generation method described in Chapter 2, the grid for a single unit 
including one roughness element is shown in Figure 6.2. Because of roughness elements 
at the bottom of the channel, the physical domain becomes complex and the grid near the 
channel becomes more non-orthogonal. Coarse mesh is used here to show the grid lines 
more clearly. The good orthogonality of the grid lines indicates that the mesh is 
satisfactory.  
 
6.2 Boundary conditions 
The governing equations (Equations 2.1 - 2.3) have been described in Chapter 2. 
Since the surface roughness is assumed to have equal size and uniform distribution, the 
flow is considered as periodical, fully developed. The flow domain can be partitioned 
into two-dimensional volumetric units with dimensions of RD H× . Hence one single unit 
can be used as the computational domain as shown in Figure 6.2 (Zeng et al., 2005c). 
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Fully developed periodic flow boundary condition is applied at the inlet and outlet of the 
single unit by setting the inlet velocity equal to the latest iteration result of the outlet 
velocity after each step of iteration, which is described as follows and can be found in 
other references (Amano, 1985; Hu et al., 2003a):  
For the initial values: at 0x =  and Rx D= ,  mu U= , 0v =                          (6.1) 
where u is the velocity in x direction; v is the velocity in y direction; and mU  is the inlet 
velocity which is uniform and specified.  
For later iteration: at 0x = ,  
0 Rx x D
u u
= =
= , 0 Rx x D
v v
= =
=                             (6.2) 







0 Rx x D
v v
= =
=                                   (6.3) 
No-slip boundary condition is applied at the top and bottom rough walls. The 
computation lasts until the calculated velocities at inlet and outlet satisfy the periodic 
boundary condition.  
The species concentration field is solved along the whole rough microchannel and 
the species concentration boundary conditions are described as follows: 
at 0x = ,    inC C=   and    at  x L= , 0 C∇ =                                (6.4) 
at y H= ,  0 C∇ =                                                                         (6.5) 
At the bottom rough wall, Michaelis-Menten equation is used as the base 
boundary condition expressed as:   
            
0
0







                                                            (6.6) 
where Vm is the maximal species uptake rate per cell; Km is Michaelis-Menten constant; 
and γ  is the cell density; and C0 is the species concentration at the base. 
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Because of the small size of microscale devices, flows are always laminar (White, 
1991; Beebe et al., 2002). For cell culture systems, low Reynolds numbers, given by 
Re mU Hρ µ= , are also chosen to avoid cell damage from high shear stress (Ledezma et 
al., 1999; Roy et al. 2001a; Tillers et al., 2001). In the present study, the flow is also 
limited to a low Reynolds regime of 0.01<Re<5, therefore turbulence and wake region 
between roughness elements are negligible.  
As stated in Chapter 2, to handle the complex geometry, curvilinear coordinate 
system can be used to solve the problem. The contravariant velocity components were 
selected as the dependant variables in the continuity equation; but the original velocity 
components were solved in the momentum equations. The convection terms were 
discretized by QUICK scheme. To solve the flow field and species concentration field 
numerically, 2D computational code based on FVM (SIMPLEC algorithm) and non-
staggered grid arrangement was employed. The flow field was solved in one single unit 
(Figure 6.2) and the concentration field was solved in the whole microchannel bioreactor. 
 
6.3 Non-dimensional parameters  
To present the results in dimensionless form, besides the mass transfer parameters 
for single cell-type culture previously defined in Chapter 3, other important 
dimensionless parameters need to be defined first:  
The roughness size ratio, which represents effect of relative surface roughness 
size in the microchannel, is defined as: 
R Hα =                                                                (6.7) 
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The roughness spacing ratio, which represents the effect of the distribution of 
surface roughness in the microchannel, is defined as:  
RD Rβ =                                                                  (6.8) 








= ∆ ∆ ∆ 
                                                 (6.9) 
where ( )Rp x∆ ∆  is the pressure gradient in the rough channels and ( )Sp x∆ ∆  is the 
pressure gradient in the smooth channel. In Poiseuille flow (Currie, 1993), 







⋅∆ ∆ =                                                 (6.9a) 










                                                            (6.10) 
where 
,s Rτ  is the shear stress in the rough channels and wτ  is the wall shear stress in the 










                                                       (6.10a)  
 
6.4 Results and discussion 
In this part, the surface roughness effect on fluid flow and mass transfer is 
investigated. Both semicircle and triangle roughness are considered. Grid-independent 
tests show that a grid size of 101 101×  is sufficient for a single unit with 1RD H= = .  
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6.4.1 Velocity field 
Constant-velocity lines along axial and vertical directions in one single unit for 
semicircle and triangle roughness element at the same α  and β  are shown in Figure 6.3.  
The maximum axial velocity line has shifted from the center of the channel 
towards the top plate, as shown as Figures 6.3(a) and (b). The smaller distance between 
the constant-velocity lines at the top of the roughness surface indicates higher shear stress 
in that region. The results are in agreement with the flow fields calculated by Brooks and 
Tozeren (1996). The distance between the velocity lines is very close at the top of the 
triangle roughness, which would result in the steeper distribution of shear stress and 
higher maximum shear stress there as shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 later.  
The vertical velocity fields are shown in Figures 6.3(c) and (d). The vertical 
component due to the roughness disturbance may lift the cells into the flow, which is 
undesirable as it prevents cell adhesion on the bottom surface. A possible application of 
the computed velocity field would be to estimate the inlet Reynolds number 0Re  at 
which the cell would be lifted off from the bed. At lift-off condition, the fluid forces 
acting on the cell are balanced by its weight:  
f BD F G+ =                                                                      (6.11) 
where Stokes’ drag force Df is defined as:  03fD dvpiµ=                                     (6.11a) 
buoyant force FB is defined as:  B cellF gVρ=                                                        (6.11b) 
the gravity force of a single cell G is:   cell cellG gVρ=                                          (6.11c) 
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where d is the diameter of a single cell; v0 is the vertical component of velocity for cell to 
be lifted off; Vcell is the volume of a single cell; cellρ  is the density of a single cell and g is 
the acceleration of gravity.  
Substituting Equations (6.11a)-(6.11c) into Equation (6.11), the equation can be 












                                                  (6.12) 
Introducing dimensionless vertical velocity 0 0 0mv v U=  in which 0mU  is the inlet 
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d d α
= =                                             (6.13) 







=                                                           (6.14) 
Equation 6.13 gives the vertical velocity at the lift-off condition in terms of some non-
dimensional parameters. 
From the computed velocity field, the maximum vertical-component of velocity 
in the cell bed can be determined numerically in terms of roughness parameters. The 
maximum vertical component of velocity is then taken to be the lift-off velocity for cells 
of a certain size and density as related by Equation (6.13). Substituting 0v  into Equation 
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. The relationship is presented in Figure 6.4, from which the Ar/Re can be obtained to 
ensure that cells would not be lifted off from the cavity between two roughness elements. 
A similar approach was used to explain that the square grooves in a channel bioreactor 
(Horner et al., 1998) protect cells from being lifted off due to the flow environment. 
Figure 6.4 shows the effect of roughness size ratio α  and the spacing ratio β  on 
the lift-off Ar/Re0. It is seen that the spacing ratio β  does not have significant effect 
while the roughness size ratio α  has larger effect. However, the effect of roughness size 
ratio α  on the lift-off Re0 may not be easy to see because the variation of α  may cause 
the variation of other parameters such as d/R at the same time.  
Consider an example in which there is cell retention in the flat-bed part of the 
rough microchannels. According to given cell sizes in the range of 2 – 20 µm (Patil et al., 
2001), assume the cell diameter is d = 5 µm and 1.25 4Ar e= −  . The channel height is H 
= 200 µm; the semicircle roughness at the base is R = 40 µm high and the spacing 
between roughness is DR = 200 µm. Thus 0.2R Hα = = , 5RD Rβ = = , d/R = 0.125. 
From Figure 6.4(a), Ar/Re = 0.001, which gives Re0 = 0.125. If the roughness is larger as 
given R = 60 µm and the spacing changes into 200 µm to keep the spacing ratio the same 
as 5RD Rβ = = , while the other parameters are the same. Thus 0.3R Hα = =  and d/R 
= 0.083. From Figure 6.4(a), Ar/Re = 9.0e-4, which gives Re0 = 0.138. 
Comparing the two examples, it is seen that with an increase in roughness size, 
the lift-off Reynolds number becomes higher. This means that the inlet velocity can be 
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higher and yet the cell is not lifted off. With a larger roughness the cell is further below 
the upper region of the roughness where the vertical velocity is high.  
 
6.4.2 Pressure gradient 




 at different α  and 
β  in microchannels with semicircle or triangle surface roughness. Compared with the 





increases with increase of the roughness size ratio α  or decrease of the spacing ratio β  





 in a semicircle rough channel is higher than that in a triangle rough 
channel. This may be because semicircle roughness occupies larger area than that of 
triangle roughness at the same roughness size, which results in larger flow resistance. 
In previous studies by Hu et al. (2003a; 2003b) the non-dimensional pressure 
gradient was presented in a channel with rectangular roughness cubes at the spacing ratio 
of around one. Thus their non-dimensional pressure gradient has values an order of 
magnitude higher than that of the present study.   
 
6.4.3 Shear stress 
The shear stress effect is more significant for cell culture and dimensionless shear 
stresses in rough microchannels are presented here. Figure 6.6 shows the dimensionless 
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shear stress distributions at the base in one unit. Compared with smooth channels, even 
small roughness ( 0.1α = ) can cause higher shear stress on roughness element. Especially 
at the apex of the roughness element, the higher shear stress may cause damage to cells. 
The present shear stress results agree with previous results on flow past an array of 
semicircle cells on the bottom of a parallel-plate flow chamber (Brooks and Tozeren, 
1996) and flow past a microchannel with a semicircle bugle on the bottom (Gaver and 
Kute, 1998); also the present results are consistent with the results of increased drag 
caused by saw-tooth roughness (Mateescu et al., 1999).  
However, lower shear stress is observed on the flat-bed part in rough channels as 
compared with smooth channel (also shown in Figure 6.7 later). This demonstrates that 
the flat-bed part of rough microchannels may provide a more conducive environment for 
cells to stay; which supports the result of Horner et al. (1998) that there is better cell 
retention in a square grooved channel bioreactor.  
Figure 6.7 shows the maximum dimensionless shear stress on roughness part and 
flat-bed part in rough microchannels at different α  and β . For both semicircle and 
triangle rough channels, the maximum ,s Rτ  on both the rough and flat-bed parts increase 
with the increase in either α  or β . For the first case, with an increase in α  which is 
equivalent to increasing R or decreasing H, the gap between the roughness top and the top 
channel wall decreases and this causes the velocity to increase; and thus the higher shear 
stress. With larger spacing ratio β   , the fluid can accelerate as it flows over the 
roughness element giving a flatter velocity profile and thus the shear stress is higher 
(Sugihara-Seki, 2001); however the spacing effect is only obvious when the roughness is 
small.  
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From Figure 6.7, for the same channel height, the shear stress on the roughness 
part of the rough channels is much higher than that of the smooth channel. It also shows 
that at the same α  and β , the maximum ,s Rτ  at the roughness top in triangle rough 
channel is much higher than that in semicircle rough channel, which agrees with the 
results shown in Figure 6.6 and has been explained earlier (see explanation for Figure 
6.3).  
 
6.4.4 Mass transfer    
In this section, the cell numbers at the base are kept the same in the smooth and 
rough channels. This ensures the same species absorption at the base, for the purpose of 
making comparison of mass transfer between the smooth and rough channels.  
 
6.4.4.1 Species concentration distribution 
The species concentration distributions in the smooth channel and rough channels 
with different shapes of roughness are given in Figure 6.8. It is seen that in either smooth 
or rough channels, the species concentration decreases along the axial direction as 
expected since the species is being consumed continuously. The species concentration 
decreases towards the base due to the reaction there.  
Compared with the smooth channel, regardless of the roughness shapes, the 
existence of roughness enhances the mass transfer and produces large concentration 
difference between inlet and outlet in the rough channels, which is similar to the effect of 
fins on heat transfer (Soliman et al., 1980).  
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Figure 6.9 shows the comparison of the concentration distribution at the base in 
the smooth and rough channels for different roughness size ratio α  but the same mass 
transfer parameters of Pe = 50, Da = 0.6 and 0.05mK =  (choosing 5 units to show the 
concentration difference more clearly). The results show that in the rough channels, 
higher concentration is at the apex of the roughness and lower concentration is at the base 
of the flat-bed part. This is due to higher convection near the apex and lower convection 
at the base. The concentration fluctuation increases with the roughness size ratioα .  
Figure 6.10 shows the comparison of concentration distribution at the base in 
smooth and rough channels under different Peclet number (Pe) and Damkohler number 
(Da) but the same roughness parameters of 0.2α =  and 5.0β =  (with 10 roughness 
units). The concentration fluctuation is larger at lower Pe or higher Da. The results also 
show non-uniform species concentration at the base, peaking at the apex of the roughness 
elements. For Peclet number of 50 and Damkohler number of 0.6, the peak concentration 
is around 7% higher than that in a smooth microchannel, which indicates that the 
roughness element has some effect on the mass transport in microchannels with small 
heights less than about 5 times that of the roughness element.     
Figure 6.10 also shows that under the same condition, the concentration 
difference between the inlet and outlet is slightly higher and the minimum base 
concentration is lower in the semicircle rough channels than those in the triangle ones. 
This may be because the semicircle roughness occupies more area and results in more 
disturbances in flow and mass transfer, which is also shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9.  
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6.4.4.2 Mass transfer efficiency 
To compare the mass transfer efficiency in the smooth and rough microchannel 
bioreactors, a mass transfer efficiency parameter, absorption rate, is defined as follows: 
For smooth channels:       





∆ =                                         (6.15a) 
For rough channels:          





∆ =                                        (6.15b) 
where the inlet flux 
0
H
in in inj C U dy=   and outlet flux 0
H
out out outj C U dy=  ; U in and U out  
are velocities at inlet and outlet of channels respectively. Due to the assumption of the 
same consumption at the base in the smooth and rough channels, it is reasonable to 
choose the same channel length L for comparison. The dimensionless absorption rate in 




∆ − ∆∆ = ×
∆
                                                             (6.16) 
Note that this parameter (dimensionless absorption rate), is used to describe the 
mass transfer efficiency in the rough channels, which is different from the mass transfer 
effectiveness parameter defined in Chapter 5.  
Another parameter, the minimum species concentration at the base in the rough 
channels (Cmin,R), needs to be noted to avoid species limitation in cell culture.  For cell 
growth, there is a critical species concentration. For example, in order to avoid cell 
hypoxia, the dimensionless critical oxygen concentration for CHO cells is 0.049 (Lin and 
Miller, 1992) and for hepatocyte, it is 0.035 (Roy et al., 2001a).  
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The dimensionless minimum concentration at the base in the rough channels is 










                                                                   (6.17) 
where the minimum concentration in smooth channels min, 0SC ≠ . 
Effects of the roughness size ratio α  and spacing ratio β  on the mass transfer 
efficiency parameters ( %j∆  and minC ) are shown in Figure 6.11. The same mass transfer 
parameters (Pe = 50, Da = 0.6 and 0.05mK = ) in both semicircle and triangle rough 
channels are considered with L/H = 100 (100 units). It is seen that %j∆  is slightly higher 
than 0, which means the mass transfer efficiency in the rough channels is slightly higher 
due to the mass transfer enhancement caused by the roughness elements; but minC  is 
lower than 1, which means the minimum concentration in the rough channels is lower 
than that in the smooth channels.  
Figure 6.11(a) shows that the mass transfer efficiency %j∆  increases with the 
increase in roughness size ratio α  or decrease in spacing ratio β . However, the effect of 
α  and β  on %j∆  is not large, as %j∆  is only up to 1.2% (Figure 6.11a). Figure 6.11(b) 
shows that minC  decreases with the increase in roughness size ratio α  ; but minC  does not 
change much with the variation of spacing ratio β , which is similar to the results in 
grooved bioreactor (Horner et al., 1998).  
Effects of mass transfer Peclet number (Pe) and Damkohler number (Da) on %j∆  
and minC  in the rough channels are shown in Figure 6.12. The same roughness 
parameters of 0.2α =  and 5.0β =  in both semicircle and triangle rough channels are 
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considered with L/H=100 (100 units). Similar to the results in Figure 6.11, it is found that 
%j∆  is slightly higher than 0 and minC  is lower than 1.  
It is also found from Figure 6.12(a) that the mass transfer efficiency %j∆  
decreases with the decrease of Pe or increase of Da. This may be due to smaller 
difference in outlet concentrations between the smooth and rough channels, which may 
result in less difference in absorption rates between the smooth and rough channels ( sj  
and Rj ). However, the effect of Pe or Da on %j∆  is not large, as %j∆  is only up to 1.5% 
(Figure 6.12a). 
From Figure 6.12(b), it is seen that minC  increases with the increase of Pe or 
decrease of Da because of higher convection or lower absorption, consistent with the 
results shown in Figure 6.10. The critical length of a flat-plate microchannel bioreactor 
can be determined based on the procedures in Chapter 3. However, the critical length of 
rough microchannel bioreactors for cell culture will be reduced due to lower minimum 
concentration at the base caused by the roughness effect. The extent of critical length 
reduction depends on Pe, Da and the roughness size ratio α . 
 
6.5 Conclusions  
In this chapter, a numerical model based on Finite Volume Method has been 
employed to simulate the fluid flow and mass transfer in microchannel bioreactors with 
two types of roughness elements on the bottom walls: semicircle and triangle. 
The results show that in the rough channels, the maximum shear stress at the apex 
of the roughness element is much higher than that in a smooth channel. However, the 
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shear stress at the flat-bed part in the rough channels is lower than that in the smooth 
channel, which may provide better cell retention there.  
The results also show non-uniform species concentration at the base, peaking at 
the apex of the roughness elements. For the roughness size ratio of 0.2 and the spacing 
ratio of 5.0, with Peclet number of 50 and Damkohler number of 0.6, the peak 
concentration is around 7% higher than that in a smooth microchannel. This result 
indicates that surface roughness has some effect on mass transport in microchannels with 
heights less than about 5 times that of the roughness element. The concentration 
difference between inlet and outlet in the rough channels is higher than that in the smooth 
channel, leading to slightly higher mass transfer efficiency. The minimum concentration 
at the base of the rough channels is lower than that in the smooth channel.  
Although the two types of roughness have similar effects, under the same 
conditions, triangle roughness shows higher dimensionless shear stress values; semicircle 
roughness has larger effect on mass transfer as shown by lower dimensionless minimum 
concentration at the base ( minC ).  
Thus, if the maximum shear stress and minimum concentration at the base in the 
rough channels can satisfy the critical conditions for cell growth, rough channels may be 
preferred than smooth channels because of their lower shear stress at the flat-bed part and 
slightly higher mass transfer efficiency.  
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
7.1    Conclusions  
Microchannel bioreactors have been used to manipulate flow 
microenvironments and study their effects on cell growth, functions and morphology. 
A three-dimensional flow model, incorporating species transport, was developed for a 
microchannel bioreactor with cells at the base. Different types of cell arrangement at 
the base were considered. The single-culture system has one type of cells. The mixed 
co-culture has two types of cells distributed randomly. The micropatterned co-culture 
has two types of cells; each type confined to one part of a unit of which there may be 
several. The species concentration distributions at the cell base were computed. A 
simplified analysis was developed for the purpose of correlating the data for axial-
concentration distribution at the cell base in terms of combined dimensionless 
parameters. The effective distance parameter was formed by combining the 
normalized axial distance with the kinetic parameter: Peclet number. The results are 
presented in terms of non-dimensional parameters so as to be of general application to 
cells of different reaction rates, species with different diffusivities, bioreactors with 
different velocities, and channels with different heights or lengths. 
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7.1.1 Single-culture system 
The concentration-reaction parameter was formed by combining the 
normalized axial concentration with the two reaction parameters: Damkohler number 
and non-dimensional Michaelis-Menten parameter. The numerical data of axial 
concentration approximately collapsed on a curve when plotted using the two 
combined parameters: concentration-reaction and effective distance. The correlated 
results can be used in microchannel bioreactor design, for example in the calculation 
of the critical length to avoid species insufficiency.  
It has been shown that the variables used to change the shear stress will also 
affect the mass transport. This may cause experimental inconveniences in trying to 
isolate the effects of shear stress and mass transport, which may result in the two 
effects being confused.  The species concentration and shear stress were related using 
a generalized result through two new combined-dimensionless parameters: distance-
shear parameter and concentration-reaction parameter. Based on the generalized result 
and the condition of dynamic similarity, various means were considered to vary the 
shear stress independently of the species concentration and vice versa.  
 
7.1.2 Randomly mixed co-culture system  
In a co-culture system, the secretion process cannot be considered as negative 
absorption, because secretion may decrease with increase in concentration, unlike the 
absorption process. Thus it is not possible to consider the net reaction of co-culture 
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cells and predict the concentration distribution of co-culture from previous studies 
based on single culture. 
Besides the effective distance parameter, a new co-culture concentration-
reaction parameter was developed. The numerical data of axial concentration 
approximately collapsed on the analytical curve when plotted using the two combined 
parameters, under the condition of decreasing axial-concentration and positive flux-
parameter. Besides using the correlated results for calculation of the critical length, the 
inlet concentration to avoid species insufficiency can be determined. In order to 
achieve the inlet concentration, an upstream length with only release cells was derived 
from an analytical solution.  
 
7.1.3 Micropatterned co-culture system  
Different combinations of non-dimensional parameters were developed for the 
release and absorption parts to respectively collapse the data in each part. The 
concentration-reaction and the effective distance parameter have two types; release 
and absorption. The effective distance is measured from the start of each part. 
Combination of the collapse data in release and absorption parts can be used to 
predict the concentration distribution through the whole channel. The correlated 
results in the release part may be used to determine the concentration value at its end 
point which is then used as the inlet concentration of the absorption part. The 
correlations found here may be used for general applications in design of the 
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bioreactor, for example in the calculation of the critical length-ratio to avoid species 
insufficiency.  
The mass transfer effectiveness for different numbers of units was investigated 
by defining the effectiveness parameter. It was found that more numbers of units will 
result in higher mass transfer efficiency. However, when the number of units is larger 
than ten, there is no much difference in mass transfer effectiveness. With more 
numbers of units, there is less fluctuation of concentration at the cell-base. Optimal 
condition for micropatterned co-culture bioreactors will avoid waste or insufficiency 
resulted from too high or too low concentration, which is achieved when the product 
of the length ratio and reaction ratio is approximately 1, so that the effectiveness 
parameters is around zero in both release and absorption part. 
 
7.1.4 Surface roughness effects in single-culture system  
A numerical analysis of the surface roughness effects on fluid flow and mass 
transfer was also studied by using a numerical model based on finite volume method 
in curvilinear coordinate. There are two types of roughness elements on the bottom 
walls: semicircle and triangle. 
In the rough channels, the maximum shear stress at the apex of the roughness 
element is much higher than that in a smooth channel. However, the shear stress at the 
flat-bed part in the rough channels is lower than that in the smooth channel, which 
may support better cell retention there. The results also show non-uniform species 
concentration at the base, peaking at the apex of the roughness elements. For a 
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roughness size ratio of 0.2 and spacing ratio of 5.0, with Peclet number of 50 and 
Damkohler number of 0.6, the peak concentration is around 7% higher than that in a 
smooth microchannel. This result indicates that the roughness element has some effect 
on the mass transport in microchannels with small heights less than about 5 times that 
of the roughness element. The concentration difference between inlet and outlet in the 
rough channels is higher than that in the smooth channel, leading to slightly higher 
mass transfer efficiency. The minimum concentration at the flat-bed part of the rough 
channels is lower than that in the smooth channel. Thus, if the maximum shear stress 
(at the apex of the roughness) and minimum concentration at the base in the rough 
channels can satisfy the critical conditions for cell growth, rough channels may be 
better than smooth channels because of their lower shear stress at the flat-bed part and 
slightly higher mass transfer efficiency. 
 
7.2    Recommendations  
Future work may be carried out in the following areas:  
 
1. Consideration of the effects of cell height and cell deformability 
In the present study, the cell base is assumed to be a flat plate and the cell 
height effect has not been considered. However, in practical applications, the adherent 
cell heights are around 2-20m (Partil et al., 2001) which could be a significant 
fraction of the microchannel height. Thus in future studies, the cell height effect may 
be considered. Furthermore, the present study assumes that the cells are rigid. 
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However, most biological cells are deformable, and shear stress may affect the 
deformation of cells (Gaver and Kute, 1998). Thus, the analysis of deformable cells 
should be considered to extend the present study in the future.  
 
2. Consideration of electrokinetic effects  
As stated in Chapter 1, it is reasonable to use the conventional theory without 
considering the electrokinetic effects in microchannels in the present study. However, 
electrokinetic double layer (EDL) has been verified to have some effect on the 
microflows (Mala and Li, 1999; Ren et al., 2000; Li, 2001). 
 
3. Consideration of practical cell release model 
In the current work, zeroth order reaction is used to model the secretion 
process for release cells, because there is presently no model available for the 
secretion process. Thus cell experimental studies are needed to develop the practical 
reaction model for release cells.    
 
4. Consideration of Non-Newtonian fluid flow  
Usually, the culture medium behaves as a Newtonian fluid because water is 
still the main ingredient. However, due to many other chemical ingredients, the culture 
medium may exhibit non-Newtonian behavior in practical cell culture. Therefore, the 
investigations on non-Newtonian fluid flow may be carried out in the future numerical 
simulations.  
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Table 2.1 Comparison of wake length (Lwa) and separation angle ( sepθ ) at Re = 20, 40 
with the experiment data and numerical data for flow past a circular cylinder 
 
  Re       Source                                                                                      Lwa               sepθ  
  20       Present                                                                                     1.84          44.2° 
             Experimental data by Coutanceau and Bouard (1977)           1.84           44.8° 
             Numerical data by Fornberg (1980)                                         1.82             −   
  40       Present                                                                                     4.48           53.7° 
             Experimental data by Coutanceau and Bouard (1977)             4.26           53.5° 




Table 2.2 Comparison of average Nusselt number ( Nu ), the maximum Nusselt number 
along the cylinder wall (




    Pr       Source                                                               Nu                
,maxNuθ          θ  
   10        Present                                                             7.406              18.698         2.753                                              
               Benchmark by Demirdzic et al. (1992)           7.384              18.592         0.000 
               Errors (%)                                                        0.3                  0.6                  −  
   0.1       Present                                                             6.778              21.295        18.791 
               Benchmark by Demirdzic et al. (1992)           6.73                21.3            20.186 
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Figure 2.3 Relationship between irregular physical domain and regular 
computational domain  
Figure 2.4 Grid generation in a complex enclosure 
Figure 2.5 Control Volume in the computational domain  
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Figure 2.6 Geometry and boundary conditions for lid driven flow 
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Figure 2.7 Grid system utilized in the inclined cavity (a coarse grid is shown here) 
(b)  
(a)  
Figure 2.8 Streamlines at different Re numbers in the inclined square cavity 
with the inclination angle 30θ °= : (a) Re = 100; (b) Re = 1000 
























































































































Figure 2.9 Comparison of normalized u-velocity at Ly and v-velocity at Lx between 
the present results and benchmark solutions (Demirdzic et al., 1992) at the inclination 
angle 30θ °= : (a) Re = 100; (b) Re = 1000  

















































Figure 2.10 Streamlines at different Re numbers in the inclined square cavity with the 




































Figure 2.11 Comparison of normalized u-velocity at Ly and v-velocity at Lx between 
the present results and benchmark solutions (Demirdzic et al., 1992) at the inclination 
angle 45θ °= : (a) Re = 100; (b) Re = 1000   



















































































Figure 2.11 (continued) 
d = 1.0  
U
∞
 30  
32  8  
Figure 2.12 Configuration and boundary conditions of flow past a circular 
cylinder
 














































(a) Re = 20 (b) Re = 40 
Figure 2.13 Streamlines of flow past a circular cylinder at different Reynolds 
numbers: (a) Re = 20; (b) Re = 40 
Figure 2.14 Configuration and boundary conditions of natural convection between 
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(b)  (a)  
 (b) (a)  
Figure 2.15 Streamlines and temperature field between eccentric cylinder and 
square duct at Pr = 10: (a) streamlines; (b) temperature contours 
Figure 2.16 Streamlines and temperature field between eccentric cylinder and 
square duct at Pr = 0.1: (a) streamlines; (b) temperature contours 















































(a)  (b)  
Figure 2.17 Comparison of Nu along the cylinder wall: (a) Pr = 10; (b) Pr = 0.1 
Figure 2.18 Configuration and boundary conditions for the oxygen transfer in a 
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Figure 2.20 Comparison of the oxygen concentration profiles at the bottom 
wall of the 2D microchannel between the present numerical solution and 




















Figure 2.19 Oxygen concentration field in the 2D microchannel at Pe = 10, 
Da = 0.6.  
inC C  
 
x l  















































Figure 3.1 Species concentration profiles in the 3D channel; Pe = 100, Da = 0.5, 
mK = 0.068 and α = 0.4: (a) center axial plane ( z = 0 ); (b) bottom plane ( y = 0 );  
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Figure 3.2 Species concentration profiles in the 3D channel; Pe = 100, Da = 1.0, 
mK = 0.068 and α = 0.4: (a) center axial plane ( z = 0 ); (b) bottom plane ( y = 0 ); 
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Figure 3.3 Species concentration profiles in the 3D channel; Pe = 1000, Da = 1.0, 
mK = 0.068 and α = 0.4: (a) center axial plane ( z = 0 ); (b) bottom plane ( y = 0 ); 

















































































Figure 3.4 Species concentration profiles in the 3D channel; Pe = 1000, Da = 1.0, 
mK = 0.260 and α = 0.4: (a) center axial plane ( z = 0 ); (b) bottom plane ( y = 0 ); 
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Figure 3.5 Species concentration distributions at different Pe and Da; 
0.405mK = , 0.4α = : (a) base concentration in axial direction ( x  direction ); (b) 
species concentration distribution in vertical direction ( y direction ) along middle 
of transverse plane at 2x l= ; (c) base concentration distribution in transverse 
direction ( z direction ) along middle of transverse plane at 2x l=   
















































Figure 3.5 (continued) 
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Figure 3.6 Concentration-reaction parameter (zeroth-order) at base as a function of 
effective distance at different Da and mK ; 0α = , 0.4;  (a) at different Da; (b) at 
different mK  
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Figure 3.7 Concentration-reaction parameter at base as a function of effective 
distance at different mK  and Da ; 0.4α = : (a) 0.1Da = ; (b) 0.3,  0.5Da =  
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Figure 3.8 Non-dimensional curve of critical channel length as a function of critical 
concentration-reaction parameter  
 

















Figure 3.9 Non-dimensional shear stress distributions at base plane ( )0y =  
 















































Figure 3.11 Maximum friction factor as a function of aspect ratio and Sc Pe  
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Figure 3.10 ( )
max
Ref  as a function of aspect ratio α  

















































Figure 3.12 Concentration-reaction parameter at base as a function of distance-shear 
parameter at different mK  and Da ; 0.4α = : (a) 0.1Da = ; (b) 0.3,  0.5Da =  
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the rectangular microchannel bioreactor for randomly 
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Figure 4.2 Species concentration profiles in the 3D microchannel; Pe =100, Daa = 0.5, 
maK = 0.068 and α  = 0.4; (i) central axial plane ( z = 0 ); (ii) bottom plane ( y = 0 ); 
(iii) transverse vertical plane ( x = l/2 ): (a) 1.5Daα =  (increasing axial-concentration); 
(b) 0.5Daα =  (decreasing axial-concentration) 
































































































































Figure 4.3 Species concentration profiles in the 3D microchannel; Pe = 50, Daa = 0.3, 
maK = 0.068 and α  = 0.4; (i) central axial plane ( z = 0 ); (ii) bottom plane ( y = 0 );
(iii) transverse vertical plane ( x = l/2 ): (a) 1.5Daα =  (increasing axial-concentration); 
(b) 0.5Daα =  (decreasing axial-concentration) 
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Figure 4.4 Non-dimensional concentration distributions at base at different Daα  at Pe = 
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Figure 4.5 Co-culture concentration-reaction parameter at base for condition of 
negative flux parameter 0aDa β⋅ < : (a) at different β and constant Daa; (b) at 
different Daa and constant β 
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Figure 4.6 Co-culture concentration-reaction parameter at base for condition of 
positive flux parameter 0aDa β⋅ > : (a) at different β and constant Daa; (b) at 
different Daa and constant β 
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Figure 4.8 Designed upstream length to achieve a sufficient inlet concentration  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the rectangular microchannel bioreactor for 
micropatterned co-culture (not to scale) 
lr   la 
One unit 
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Figure 5.2 Species concentration profiles in the 3D channel; Pe = 10, Daa = 0.5, 
0.6Daα = , maK = 0.068 and α = 0.4: (i) bottom plane ( y = 0 ); (ii) center axial 
plane ( z = 0 ); (iii) transverse release plane; (iv) transverse absorption plane: (a) 
2lα = ; (b) 1lα =  
 

















Figure 5.2 (continued) 
 





































































































































Figure 5.3 Effect of lα  on species concentration distributions with different 
numbers of units at Pe = 10, Daa = 0.1, 1.0Daα =  and 0.068maK = : (a) 2lα = ; 
(b) 1lα = ; (c) 0.5lα =  
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Figure 5.4 Effect of lα  on species concentration distributions with different 
numbers of units at Pe = 10, Daa = 0.5, 1.0Daα =  and 0.068maK = : (a) 2lα = ; 
(b) 1lα = ; (c) 0.5lα =  
(c)  















































Figure 5.4 (continued) 
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Figure 5.5 Effect of Daα on species concentration distributions with different 
numbers of units at Pe = 10, Daa=0.5, 1.0lα =  and 0.068maK = : (a) 1.5Daα = ; 
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Figure 5.6 Effect of maK  on the species concentration distributions at Daa = 0.1 and 
different 2,  1,  0.5lα =  in 5 units: (a) 0.5Daα = ; (b) 1Daα = .0; (c) 1.5Daα =  
(a)  (b)  
(c)  
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Figure 5.7 Collapse curves of species transport at base in each single unit with 
0.1aDa = , 0.5; 0.5,  1Daα = ; 1lα =  and 0.068maK =  
Figure 5.8 Collapse curves for release parts with release concentration-reaction 
parameter as a function of release effective distance at any Daα  and Daa 
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Figure 5.9 Collapse curves for absorption part: (a) at different Daα , lα  and Daa  but 
constant 0.068maK = ; (b) at different maK , lα  and Daa but constant 0.5Daα =   
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x/(hPe)















Figure 5.10 Effect of lα  on effectiveness parameters for different numbers of 
units at Pe = 10, Daa = 0.1, 1.0Daα =  and 0.068maK = : (a) 2lα = ; (b) 1lα = ; 
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(c) 






















































































Figure 5.11 Effect of lα  on effectiveness parameters for different numbers of 
units at Pe = 10, Daa = 0.5, 1.0Daα =  and 0.068maK = : (a) 2lα = ; (b) 1lα = ; 
(c) 0.5lα =  
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Figure 5.12 Effect of Daα  on effectiveness parameters for different numbers of units 
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Figure 5.13 Average effectiveness parameters as a function of numbers of units for 
different lα  at Daa = 0.1 and 0.5; Pe = 10, 0.068maK =   and 1.0Daα = : (a) release 
parts; (b) absorption parts 
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Figure 5.14 Average effectiveness parameters as a function of numbers of units for 
different Daα  at Daa =  0.1,  0.5; Pe = 10, 0.068maK =  and 1.0lα = : (a) release parts;  
(b) absorption parts 
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Figure 5.15 Average effectiveness parameters as a function of numbers of units 
at release and absorption parts with Daa = 0.1, 0.5; Pe = 10, 0.068maK = :  
(a) 1.5l Daα α⋅ = ; (b) 1.0l Daα α⋅ = ; (c) 0.5l Daα α⋅ =  











































Figure 5.15 (continued) 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the microchannel with surface roughness on the base 
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Figure 6.2 Grid generation in one unit of rough channels: (a) semicircle roughness; 







































































Figure 6.3 Constant-velocity lines along axial and vertical directions for flow 
through rough channels at 0.2α =  and 5β = : (a) Constant axial velocity lines in 
semicircle rough channel; (b) Constant axial velocity lines in triangle rough 
channel; (c) Constant vertical velocity lines in semicircle rough channel; (d) 
Constant vertical velocity lines in triangle rough channel 
 






























































Figure 6.3 (continued) 
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(b)  
Figure 6.4  Ar/Re as a function of d/R in different rough microchanels at different 
rougness size ratio α  and spacing ratio β : (a) semicircle rough microchannel; (b) 
triangle rough microchannel  
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Figure 6.5 Dimensionless pressure gradients in terms of the roughness size ratio α  
at different spacing ratio β  in semicircle and triangle rough microchannels 
 
Figure 6.6 Comparison of dimensionless shear stress ,s Rτ  at base in one unit in 
different rough microchannels at the roughness size ratios α = 0.1, 0.2 and the 
spacing ratio β  = 5.0 
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Figure 6.7 Dimensionless maximum shear stress , ,maxs Rτ  verses the roughness size ratio 
α  at different spacing ratio β  in different rough microchannels: (a) semicircle rough 
microchannel; (b) triangle rough microchannel 






















































Figure 6.8 Comparison of the species concentration distributions in the smooth and 
rough channels at Pe = 50, Da = 1.2 and mK  = 0.05: (a) smooth channel; (b) 
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Figure 6.9 Effect of the roughness size ratio α  on the species concentration 
distributions at base; Pe = 50, Da = 0.6, mK  = 0.05 and 5β = : (a) semicircle rough 
microchannel; (b) triangle rough microchannel 
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Figure 6.10 Effects of the mass transfer parameters Pe and Da on the species 
concentration distributions at base; the roughness size ratio 0.2α = , the spacing 
ratio 5β =  and mK  = 0.05: (a) different Pe at Da = 0.6; (b) different Da at Pe = 50 
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Figure 6.11 Effects of the roughness size ratio α  and spacing ratio β  on 
dimensionless absorption rate %j∆  and minimum concentration at base minC  in 
semicircle and triangle rough channels; Pe = 50, Da = 0.6, 0.05mK =  for L/H = 100: 
(a) %j∆ ; (b) minC  
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Figure 6.12 Effects of the mass transfer Peclet number Pe and Damkohler number 
Da on dimensionless absorption rate %j∆  and minimum concentration at base minC  
in semicircle and triangle rough channels; 0.2α = , 5.0β = , 0.05mK =  for L/H = 
100: (a) %j∆ ; (b) minC    
